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Abstract 

A fully autonomous robot which can perform dangerous or mundane tasks 
is the ideal outcome of robotic research. A variety of commercially available 
household robots such as robotic vacuum cleaners exist but are limited in 
their navigation ability. In general, they tend to use random search patterns 
to navigate a room and overestimate the time required to clean the room in 
order to ensure covering the entire area. The ability to map the environment 
and then use this map to navigate is an essential step towards total autonomy, 
and would greatly improve the efficiency of these household robots. 

Autonomous mapping is a complex problem as the robot must use sensor 
readings to generate a map while at the same time using that map to locate 
itself and navigate. One component of the mapping task is localisation. This 
is the process of determining position and orientation from sensor data given 
a known map. This was the focus of this work as a first-step towards an 
autonomous mapping robot. 

This project continued the work of an undergraduate thesis in which a robot 
vacuum base was built. Using this base, the sensing and control systems 
were developed. The selection of a suitable controller was an important 
aspect of the development. It had to be suitable not only for this task 
but allow for expansion of the control capabilities should the project be 
extended. The Gumstix/Roboaudiostix embedded system was chosen and 
performed successfully. Its extremely small size and low power requirements 
are a feature of the system. 

Another requirement was the control of the robot and sensor systems to pro
vide data for the localisation algorithm. This included speed control and 
odometry using optical encoders and an ultrasonic object sensing system. 
These systems were successfully implemented and provided reliable data 
which was sufficient for localisation under certain conditions. A method 
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for reducing interference between ultrasonic transducers operating simulta
neously was also investigated. This would be an advantage if more sensors 
were added to the robot or if multiple robots were operating in the same 
area. 

The localisation software was a key component of the development. The 
extended Kalman filter localisation algorithm was implemented offboard in 
MATLAB for ease of testing and debugging but was intended for eventual 
implementation on the Gumstix platform. 

As a first test for the localisation algorithm, a full simulation of the robot 
was developed. It simulated robot motion and sensor data and provided real
istic data for the localisation algorithm. It also provided a way to determine 
sensor and vehicle accuracy requirements for accurate localisation. The al
gorithm performed well with simulated data and was therefore tested with 
experimental data. 

To test the localisation algorithm, the robot had to drive along a path taking 
odometry and ultrasound readings with beacons in known positions, pro
viding a map of the environment. The sensor data was stored and fed to 
the algorithm once the test was complete to estimate the robot's path. To 
verify the results, the robot's actual path was also recorded. This was ex
tracted from video footage of the tests. A comparison of the localisation 
output, the odometry data and the actual path was then made to measure 
the performance of the algorithm. 

It was successful in cases where correspondence was known, with the esti
mated path closely matching the actual path. Correspondence is the process 
of matching a sensor reading to a beacon. If an observation was manually 
attributed to the correct beacon, the performance was excellent. If how
ever, the correspondence was unknown and the algorithm had to estimate 
which beacon was observed, the result was unsatisfactory. This was due 
to large odometry errors during turning, causing a large orientation error 
which resulted in incorrect data association between observations and the 
stored map. The correspondence problem is well-known and much work has 
been done in this field. Various recommendations such as adding additional 
sensors were made for improving performance. 

This work demonstrated that localisation of a robot in a known environment 
using low-cost sensors is feasible. The extended Kalman filter was an ef
fective method for the task if correspondence between observations and the 
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known map could be determined. This has laid the foundation for future 
development of a mapping capability on this system. 

Recommended future work includes the implementation of the extended 
Kalman filter localisation algorithm on the Gumstix embedded system fol
lowed by simulation and implementation of a simultaneous localisation and 
mapping algorithm. 
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area, including many hard to reach places under furniture due to its compact 
size. It can also clean near to walls, detect and pay extra attention to dirtier 
areas and avoid stairs or sharp drop-offs. 

Although this product has all the features necessary for the task, the navi
gation system is not efficient. It uses a random search to cover the floor area 
and in order to clean the entire floor, a point is covered an average of four 
times [4, 5]. 

The ability to map the room would be an advantage as the cleaning path 
would be much more efficient. For a robot, building a map of the environment 
is not a trivial task and much research has been undertaken in this field. 
An overview of environment mapping is provided in appendix A.3.2 with 
further detail in section 2.4 on page 9. Even localisation, using a given map 
and available sensor information to determine position, is a fairly complex 
procedure although this problem is well-understood. See appendix A.3.1 for 
further information. This project focused on this localisation task as a first
step towards the eventual goal of an autonomous robot which can both map 
the room and use this map to navigate. 

The development of this system was begun at the University of Cape Town's 
Mechanical Engineering Department as an undergraduate thesis by Philip 
Young [6]. In his project, a robotic vacuum base was designed but the con
trol aspects were not completed. This project continued the development, 
using the existing design for the mechanical components. These included 
the chassis, vacuuming and drive systems and the power supply. The origi
nal project did include collision sensors but these were removed and a new 
sensing and control system developed. 

The objectives of this work included selecting and implementing a suitable 
controller for the robot. This had to be sophisticated enough to not only 
perform the currently required tasks but also had to be extendable for fu
ture mapping and navigation tasks. A Gumstix embedded computer [3] and 
micro controller combination provided this platform and although the initial 
implementation was complex, the powerful capabilities of this system provide 
a solid foundation for future upgrades and continuation of this work. The 
selection process is outlined in appendix B. 

The sensor system also had to be developed. This system consisted of ultra
sound transducers and optical encoders measuring wheel-speed. Although 
not implemented on the final system, a method of avoiding interference be-
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tween ultrasound transducers was investigated. This is outlined in appendix 
G. 

To provide a working system to test the localisation software, much circuitry 
and embedded software had to be developed. Speed control had to be im
plemented to provide odometry data to the localisation algorithm and the 
support circuitry and software for the ultrasound transducers had to be de
signed, implemented and calibrated. As many of the robot processes had to 
take place in real-time, timing was critical in the design of the micro controller 
software. 

Another component of the work was simulation of the system in order to 
test the localisation algorithm and determine sensor and vehicle accuracy 
requirements. This included developing a realistic model ofthe robot motion 
and sensor data in which parameters could be varied and the effect on the 
system determined. Although intended to eventually run on the robot's 
onboard controller, the localisation algorithm itself was implemented on an 
offboard PC in MATLAB to test and calibrate the software in a user-friendly 
environment. This algorithm was initially tested with the simulation data, 
and later with actual robot test data which was stored onboard and then 
processed in MATLAB. 

The final objective was to process the test results, and so determine any 
hardware requirements required for an effective localisation system. 

This report begins with background theory on the localisation and mapping 
process followed by a discussion of work done at the Australian Centre for 
Field Robotics (ACFR). This work includes the implementation of an acous
tic tracker on an autonomous vehicle which utilised the Gumstix system and 
acted as an ideal base for testing the controller. Courses in mapping and 
navigation taken at the ACFR also lead to the utilisation of the localisation 
algorithm implemented in this work. Further sections describe the hardware 
used in the system, an overview of the software including both the embedded 
and simulation software, followed by the simulation itself and testing. Re
sults are then discussed, conclusions drawn and recommendations made. A 
set of appendices provides greater detail on the various aspects of the project. 
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Chapter 2 

Background Theory 

2.1 Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping 

The goal of this project was to provide the localisation capability of the robot 
as a foundation for building a mapping capability in the future. 

Localisation and mapping were traditionally viewed as separate problems. 
Localisation is determining the robot pose (position and orientation) given 
perfect knowledge of a map of the surroundings and sensor information, and 
mapping is building up a map given robot pose. It is however almost im
possible to know the robot pose accurately enough from odometry data and 
vehicle models so errors tend to grow without bound [2][P.200 Chapter 14]. 
This makes mapping a difficult problem. Another added complication was 
that localisation and mapping would have to be done at the same time if 
truly autonomous robots were ever to explore unknown environments. For
tunately, it was found that the localisation and mapping problems didn't have 
to be treated separately. In fact, there is a convergent solution when the pro
cesses are combined and so they must not be performed independently. This 
was a major breakthrough in autonomous robotics research and has lead to 
many improvements in navigation and mapping ability. The outcome was a 
procedure known as SLAM (simultaneous localisation and mapping) [7][8][9]. 
SLAM is a very powerful technique although there are still many challenges 
to be faced such as the data association problem outlined in section 2.5. 

At the heart of localisation and SLAM is the Kalman filter and a basic 
knowledge of this and other probabilistic techniques is required to understand 
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the process [10]. 

2.2 Kalman Filter 

The Kalman filter (introduced by R.E. Kalman in 1960 [11]) is a recursive 
filter which is used to estimate the state of a system from a process model and 
measurement data. It is used in many applications including radar tracking 
and satellite navigation (a notable example is the Voyager spacecraft orbit 
determination at Jupiter [12]) and is widely used in robotic navigation and 
mapping. Because the filter is recursive, it requires only the information from 
the previous time-step and does not require all past states to be stored. The 
total information from all these states is incorporated in the current value 
for the state. 

The following sections describe the details of the linear and extended Kalman 
filters. This is a summary of information from a number of sources. Further 
details can be found in [13] [14] [10] [8]. 

2.2.1 Linear Kalman Filter 

The linear Kalman filter requires a system which can be described by a 
discrete-time, linear equation of the form 

X(k) = F(k)X(k - 1) + B(k)u(k) + G(k)v(k) (2.1) 

where X (k) is the system state at time k, X (k -1) is the state at the previous 
timestep, u(k) is the control input and v(k) is the Gaussian process noise. 
F(k), B(k) and G(k) are the state, control and noise transition matrices 
respectively. 

The observation equation is also a linear equation of the form 

z(k) = H(k)X(k) + w(k) (2.2) 

where X(k) is the state at time k, H(k) is the observation model and w(k) 
is the Gaussian observation noise. 

The state of the filter at time k consists of the system state estimate X (k) 
and the error covariance matrix P(k). P(k) is a measure of the accuracy of 
the estimate. 
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The Kalman filter is comprised of two phases, the prediction and the up
date. In the prediction phase, the current system state is predicted using 
the process model, F( k) and control inputs. The input for this prediction is 
the estimate of the state at the previous time-step. The covariance, P( k) is 
also predicted. During the update stage, measurement information is used to 
improve these predictions, forming the new state and covariance estimates. 

Prediction Stage 

The state and covariance predictions are calculated from the state and co
variance estimates at the previous timestep. 

X(kl(k - 1) = F(k)X(k - 11k - 1) + B(k)u(k) (2.3) 

P(klk - 1) = F(k)P(k - 11k - l)F(kf + Q(k) (2.4) 

where Q(k) is the covariance of the process noise distribution. 

Update Stage 

The innovation is the difference between the actual measurement and the 
expected measurement based on the predicted state. It is calculated from 

y = z(k) - H(k)X(klk - 1) (2.5) 

The innovation covariance is calculated from 

S(k) = H(k)P(klk - l)H(kf + R(k) (2.6) 

where R(k) is the covariance of the measurement noise distribution. 

The Kalman gain is calculated from 

K(k) = P(klk -l)H(kfS(k)-l (2.7) 

The state estimate and the covariance are then updated 
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X(klk) = X(klk - 1) + K(k)y(k) (2.8) 

P(klk) = (I - K(k)H(k))P(klk - 1) (2.9) 

2.2.2 Non-Linear Filter (Extended Kalman Filter) 

In many cases, the process and observation models for the state to be esti
mated are not linear and so the Kalman filter shown above can not be applied. 
For non-linear problems, the extended Kalman filter is used. This has the 
same form as the linear filter except that the process and observation models 
are linearised around the current state. The extended Kalman filter solves 
the problem of non-linear processes but is particularly sensitive to initial 
conditions and errors in the process and observation models. Computational 
cost is also increased considerably. 

In the extended Kalman filter, the process model is a non-linear function of 
the state 

X(k) = I(X(k - 1), u(k), k) + v(k) (2.10) 

where X (k) is the system state at time k, X (k -1) is the state at the previous 
timestep, u(k) is the control input and v(k) is the Gaussian process noise. 
I(k), is a non-linear function which transforms the previous state and control 
input to the current state. 

The observation model is also non-linear 

z(k) = h(X(k)) + w(k) (2.11) 

where h is a function which maps the state to the observations and w is 
measurement noise. 

The functions, I and h can be used to calculate the predicted state and pre
dicted measurement as in the linear filter. They however, cannot be directly 
applied in the covariance calculations. Instead, the Jacobians (vi x, Vhx) of 
I and h are used. This effectively linearises the functions around the current 
estimate 
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The same procedure as the linear filter is followed with the J acobians replac
ing the transition functions in the covariance calculations. 

Prediction Stage 

X(klk - 1) = J(X(k - 11k - 1), u(k)) (2.12) 

P(klk - 1) = \JJx(k)P(k - 11k - 1)\Jff(k) + Q(k) (2.13) 

Update Stage 

y = z(k) - \Jhx(k)X(klk - 1) (2.14 ) 

S(k) = \Jhx(k)P(klk - 1)\JhI(k) + R(k) (2.15) 

K(k) = P(klk - 1)\JhI(k)S(k)-l (2.16) 

X(klk) = X(klk - 1) + K(k)y(k) (2.17) 

P(klk) = (I - K(k)\Jhx(k))P(klk - 1) (2.18) 

2.3 Kalman Filter Localisation 

A localisation simulation was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the Kalman filter and to test the system's response to various parameters. To 
use the Kalman filter for robot localisation given a known map, the system 
state is a vector which describes the robot pose (position and orientation). 
There is a known map of beacons which is a vector of their x and y co
ordinates. Observations are made of these beacons and they will depend on 
the sensor used, commonly range and bearing. 
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2.3.1 Process Model 

A process model of the robot motion is required. For this robot, the process 
model for the robot from state X(k - 1) to X(k) given information up to 
k - 1 and under control inputs, VL and VR is 

[

X(klk - 1)] [X(k - 11k - 1) - ~~T(VL(k) + VR(k)) sinO(k - 1)] 
~(klk - 1) = y(k - 11k - ~) + ~~T(VL(k) + VR(k)) cos O(k - 1) 
O(klk - 1) O(k - 11k - 1) + VR;VL ~T 

(2.19) 

The derivation of this model is detailed in appendix F on page F-1. The 
vehicle model is illustrated in figure 2.1 and the symbols used can be found 
in table 2.1. 

X State Vector 
x x Position of Centroid 
y y Position of Centroid 
0 Orientation Angle 
VL Left Wheel Rotational Velocity 
VR Right Wheel Rotation Velocity 
B Distance between Left and Right Wheels 
~T Change in Time 

Table 2.1: List of Symbols 

Assumptions 

• Zero wheel slip 

• For small angles arctan(x) = x 

• Independent movement of left and right wheels over small timesteps 

2.4 SLAM Solution 

SLAM can be thought of as an extension of Kalman filter localisation. In 
this case however, the map is not known beforehand. Instead the map is in
cluded in the state vector and therefore is estimated in the same way as the 
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robot pose. The state vector therefore grows as landmarks are detected and 
included in the map. As these landmarks are re-observed, the uncertainty 
of their positions decreases and in the limit, the map converges to a relative 
representation of the actual environment, with some constant error deter
mined by the initialisation error. The entire map can therefore be perfectly 
known as soon as the position of one of the landmarks is perfectly known. 

The robot performs localisation exactly as in the Kalman filter method, but 
instead of having a stored map of beacons, it uses the changing map of 
landmarks. As time progresses, the estimate for the map becomes more 
certain and the localisation estimates also improve. 

2.5 Correspondence 

One of the most difficult components of localisation and SLAM is correspon
dence (also known as data association). This is the process of determining 
whether an observation corresponds to a stored landmark or whether it is a 
new landmark. This is a complex problem especially when the robot "closes 
the loop" (returns to a previously visited location). It is also important for 
the algorithms to ignore spurious readings and an incorrect association or the 
incorporation of a false landmark in SLAM can have a catastrophic effect on 
performance [9] [14]. 

There are a number of methods used to address this problem and much re
search has been conducted in this area [15] [16] [8]. A standard method and the 
one utilised in this work is the maximum likelihood correspondence, which 
determines which is the most likely association and assumes this value. This 
method however can break down if there are many hypotheses which may 
be equally likely. A solution to this is to select beacons that are distinctive 
and sufficiently far apart from each other to avoid confusion. This however 
means that pose errors can grow quickly in the large areas between beacons 
where no sensor observations are incorporated into the estimate [10][P.215, 
Chapter 7] [17]. Another solution is using multiple sensors to measure dif
ferent properties of the beacons making it easier to distinguish them from 
each other [16] or to track multiple hypotheses but this requires considerable 
computational power [17]. 
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Chapter 3 

Tracker Implementation 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses work done during the two and a half months spent as 
an occupational trainee at the Australian Centre for Field Robotics (ACFR) 
at the University of Sydney in 2007. This consisted of the implementation of 
a combined infrared and acoustic beacon tracker on an autonomous vehicle. 
Course work in mapping and navigation undertaken at the ACFR also lead to 
the implementation of the Kalman filter localisation algorithm in the vacuum 
cleaning robot project. 

3.2 Project Overview 

The aim of this work was to develop a low-cost vehicle which could track and 
follow a person carrying a beacon at a given distance. A combined infrared 
and acoustic tracker was designed for this task at the Australian Centre for 
Field Robotics [1]. My contribution to this project was the implementation 
on an autonomous vehicle. The following sections summarise the operation 
of the tracker and the implementation and testing of the vehicle system. A 
detailed account of the work can be found in the paper "Combined Infrared 
and Acoustic Beacon Tracker Implementation on an Autonomous Vehicle" 
which was presented at the 2nd International Conference on Sensing Tech
nology in 2007. A copy of the paper is included in appendix H. 
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3.4 Controller 

The Gumstix/Roboaudiostix system was used in this work which served as an 
ideal test platform for this controller. Although only the Roboaudiostix was 
used on the vehicle, the Gumstix was used to program it and therefore the 
entire system had to be correctly set up and was tested in this application. 

3.4.1 Gumstix/Roboaudiostix System 

The selection of a suitable control system for the vacuum cleaning robot 
was a large part of this project. This same system was used to control the 
tracker vehicle to test its operation. The combination of a Gumstix embedded 
computer and Roboaudiostix micro controller was chosen. The Roboaudiostix 
runs the low-level software while the Gumstix is used to program it and can 
perform high-level tasks. This combination allows for the the system to be 
extended and upgraded in the future while still allowing low-level behaviour 
to be programmed quickly and reliably. The decision is outlined in appendix 
B. 

3.5 Vehicle 

The tracker was mounted onto a radio-controlled vehicle. This can be seen 
in figure 3.3 below. The Roboaudiostix board is also shown as well as an 
opto-isolation board. This configuration was used to control the vehicle in 
a similar setup to that of the vacuum cleaning robot shown in figure 4.1 on 
page 20. 

3.6 Control Algorithm 

3.6.1 Valid Data Determination 

The first task in controlling the vehicle was to determine whether the signals 
received from the sensor were valid. The valid data clock had to be read and 
interpretted by the micro controller . This was done by feeding the signal to 
an external interrupt pin. An 8-bit timer was used in conjunction with the 
interrupt to determine whether the signal was present. If it was absent, the 
sensor data was ignored and appropriate behaviour initiated. 

CHAPTER 3. TRACKER IMPLEMENTATION 15 
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6Az = K2 Viejt - Vright (3.2) 
Viejt + Vright 

where 6Az is the normalised angle error, K2 is a constant, Viejt is the left 
receiver signal and v"ight is the right receiver signal. The normalisation is 
required to provide accurate steering control independent of the amplitude 
of the received signals. 

The amplitude of the received signals is also considered to avoid amplification 
of noise which would cause errors at low signal levels. Therefore, if the 
received signal is below a threshold, this data is ignored. A small dead-band 
was introduced to prevent oscillation about the centre-point. 

3.7 Results 

3.7.1 Noise and Multipath 

Initial testing of the system showed noise present on the ultrasound signals. 
This was eliminated using a digital low-pass filter. Averaging the signals 
resulted in smooth steering behaviour. A number of possible sources of the 
noise were identified. These included interference from the servo motors, 
digital noise from the sensor circuitry and environmental noise. 

During testing, the vehicle would occasionally track a false target. This was 
found to be due to multipath errors caused by the cluttered environment. 
The fact that the vehicle stopped tracking the false target as soon as the 
beacon was switched off proved that it was in fact tracking a reflection. 

3.7.2 Control Algorithm 

The proportional control used for both the steering and range parameters was 
sufficient for this system. A more complex control algorithm was unnecessary 
due to the considerable damping added by the mechanical components of the 
system. 

There was however some overshoot at maximum speed if the beacon came to a 
sudden stop. If high vehicle speed and sudden changes in speed were required, 
a PI or PID controller could be implemented to solve this problem. This 
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would however come at a higher computational cost and was not necessary 
for this particular application. 

3.8 Concluding Remarks 

The implementation of the tracker on the vehicle was successful. The vehi
cle was capable of following a fast moving person which demonstrated the 
accuracy of the sensor. This work also served as a testbed for the Gum
stix/Roboaudiostix control system which proved to be a suitable controller 
for the robot vacuum cleaner system. The microcontroller was able to drive 
servo motors and perform control actions in real-time which is similar to the 
tasks it would need to perform on the robot vacuum. 

Microcontroller code for motor control, external interrupt and timer opera
tion was written which was later used in the robot vacuum cleaner system. 
Testing this software on the tracker system was an excellent introduction to 
the hardware and a good way to test the controller in isolation from the rest 
of the system. The software routines developed in this work considerably 
sped up the development of the robot vacuum software. 

The information obtained through coursework in mapping and navigation 
led to the implementation of the EKF localisation algorithm in the vacuum 
cleaning system as a first step towards eventual autonomous mapping and 
navigation. An overview of this system and the results obtained are discussed 
in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4 

System Overview 

This chapter describes the robot vacuum cleaner system including hardware 
and software components and their interactions. Since the focus of this 
project was the implementation of a localisation algorithm and the design of 
the sensing and control system of the robot, the mechanical aspects of the 
existing platform were not greatly modified in this work. 

Figure 4.1 on the next page shows a breakdown of the entire system including 
both onboard and ofiboard components. 

Figure 4.2 shows the robot with the placement of the various components 
indicated. These components are described in the following sections 

4.1 Hardware 

4.1.1 Robot Platform 

The original robot base [6] consisted of a perspex chassis, two rear driven 
wheels, a front caster and a brush and fan cleaning mechanism. The drive 
system consisted of a motor directly coupled to each wheel driven by a 
LMD18200 H-bridge chip [18]. The original sensors and control circuits were 
removed and replaced. 
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PWM module [21]. Obtaining the wheel speeds from the encoders also re
quired a timer unit (8-bit) and utilised two external interrupt pins into which 
the encoder outputs were fed. Detail of this is provided in appendix D. 

The ultrasonic system required the micro controller to both initiate the chirp 
and detect the response. A further 8-bit timer module was used to measure 
the time between the transmission and the received return signal. An external 
interrupt was used to detect this return pulse and software rejection of false 
triggers was included. 

Because the speed and ultrasonic data had to be recorded at specific fixed 
intervals in order to be used by the localisation algorithm, another 16-bit 
timer module was utilised. This timer overflow value determined the time
step length and caused an interrupt when this time had passed. At each 
time-step, the speed, direction, ultrasound reading and a time-stamp were 
recorded to a circular buffer. This buffer was then read by the Gumstix at 
regular intervals and the data written to a file to later be processed offboard. 

Communication between the Roboaudiostix and the Gumstix used the I2 C 
communication protocol. This allowed the Gumstix to send speed and direc
tion information to the Roboaudiostix and for the Roboaudiostix to transfer 
stored data back to the Gumstix. The communication method and code is 
discussed in appendix C. 

The system was designed so that the Gumstix could perform high-level tasks 
such as localisation and mapping although in this work, the complex opera
tions were performed offboard to test the performance and feasibility of the 
system. The Gumstix did however playa role in this system. Firstly, it was 
used to program the Roboaudiostix micro controller using I2C. Secondly, it 
communicated with the Roboaudiostix during operation, periodically read
ing the data storage buffer, writing it to file and providing the robot with 
the required speed values. The reliability and ease of use of the Gumstix sys
tem was demonstrated and indicated the suitability of the system for future 
development. 

4.3 Simulation Software 

A large part of this project involved developing a simulation of the sys
tem to test the algorithms and develop specifications. This simulation was 
performed in MATLAB. An implementation of the Extended Kalman filter 
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localisation algorithm was also written in :Y.IATLAB and run on an offboard 
PC. This was done to test the algorithm in an easy-to-use environment before 
implementation on the embedded system. Details of the computer modelling 
are discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

Computer Modelling 

5.1 Introduction 

X Robot State Vector 
EKF Extended Kalman Filter 
Esim Simulation Error 

EekJ Estimated Error used by EKF 
z Sensor Measurement 
p State Error Covariance Matrix 
R Measurement Noise Covariance Matrix 
Q Process Noise Covariance Matrix 
e Orientation Angle 
¢ Bearing to Observation 

Table 5.1: List of Symbols 

A computer model of the robot and its environment was developed to test 
the operation of the localisation algorithm and the effect of various system 
parameters on its performance. It was desirable that the localisation algo
rithm could be tested on simulated robot motion and sensor data as well 
as on data from actual tests. Therefore, the localisation algorithm was de
veloped as an isolated unit which required robot odometry and sensor data 
as an input. This data could come from physical tests or from a computer 
simulation. The computer simulation was developed initially to test the lo
calisation algorithm. A further requirement was to determine the required 
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5.2 Initialisation 

The first part of the computer model consists of initialising the parameters 
which define the environment. The system is modelled by dividing the total 
time into small timesteps and calculating the system parameters at each step. 
This is done in both the robot simulation and the EKF localisation so the 
timestep length and total number of timesteps are initialised at the start of 
the model. 

There is a known map of the environment which contains the x and y co
ordinates of beacons which can be detected by the sensors and used to correct 

the robot position. The robot itself has a state, X, [i] which consists of 

the x and y co-ordinates and orientation angle, e. This is set to a known 
initial value which is used in both the simulation, odometry model and EKF 
algorithm which are described below. 

5.3 Error Modelling 

An important component of both the system simulation and the EKF al
gorithm is the addition of various error terms. There is error used in the 
simulation to create a realistic path and sensor data. This will be referred to 
as tsim and consists of both the vehicle pose error as well as the sensor error. 
There is also error used in the EKF algorithm which is used in the covariance 
matrices and is the estimated error in the system. This will be referred to 
as tekJ. The difference between these error terms and their relationship is 
described below. 

Firstly, there is error in any model of a real-world system so in order to cre
ate a realistic model of a robot moving in an environment, this error has to 
be included. The simulation of the robot uses a vehicle process model (Ap
pendix F on page F-l) to determine the robot path based on wheel velocities. 
This however would never be entirely accurate due to wheel slip, inaccura
cies in the velocity values and assumptions and approximations made in the 
process model. To compensate for this and create a more realistic path, an 
error term, tsim, is added to the vehicle centroid at each timestep. This error 
is a random Gaussian error with a specified standard deviation which would 
be determined from testing. 
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The fact that there is error in modelling systems plays a key role in the EKF 
and it is therefore important to quantify this error. In a real-world system, 
the various errors would be measured as far as possible and an estimate for 
the standard deviations, EekJ' would be used in the EKF. The closer these 
values are to the actual error, the better the performance of the filter. This 
is demonstrated by the results in section 5.8 on page 34. 

In an ideal system, EekJ would be equal to the actual error in the system. 
Of course, in a simulated system, the error is fully known because it is spec
ified and used to create the simulated data. It would therefore seem that 
EekJ should be set equal to Esim. This however would give the EKF better 
performance than could realistically be expected as this value could never be 
accurately known. EekJ and Csim were therefore separated in the code so that 
the affect of differing these values could be tested. 

5.4 Simulation 

A simulation of the robot moving in the environment and gathering sensor 
data was performed to provide realistic data for the EKF and to test its 
performance. The simulation requires the wheel velocities which would be 
applied to the wheels at each timestep. This is specified in the computer 
model but in reality would be the odometry data from the wheel encoders. 

5.4.1 Path Simulation 

The simulation begins with the robot at the initial position. At each timestep 
the new state vector is calculated using the velocity information. The process 
model (appendix F on page F -1) is used to calculate the new state. An 
error is then added to this state to simulate wheel slip and errors caused 
by odometry inaccuracies. The position and orientation at each timestep is 
stored to create the simulated robot path. 

5.4.2 Sensor Simulation 

This simulated path is used to simulate the sensor readings. At each timestep 
it must be determined whether the robot can see a beacon with the given 
sensor specifications. If there is more than one beacon visible, the sensor 
data will be that of the closest beacon. As the robot currently only has one 
ultrasonic sensor, only one beacon is seen at a time, but this could easily be 
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extended if further sensors were added. 

Determining the Visible Beacons 

In order to determine whether a beacon is in sensor range, the maximum 
range and field of view of the sensor are specified. This creates an arc within 
which a beacon can be seen, referred to here as the visibility envelope. To 
determine whether the beacon falls into this arc, the beacon position must be 
related to the robot position. This is done by subtracting the robot centroid 
from the beacon co-ordinates and then rotating it about the origin by -e. 
This effectively places the robot centroid at the origin with an orientation 
angle of zero which simplifies the calculation of the visibility envelope. The 
range and bearing of the beacon with respect to the origin are then deter
mined. If these fall within the specifications of the sensor, the beacon is 
visible to the robot and the co-ordinates of the beacon are passed back to 
the simulation. 

The procedure for determining if a beacon is visible IS illustrated in the 
following diagrams. 

Figure 5.2(a) shows the robot and beacons in their initial position. The 
beacon labelled B is in the robot's field of view. Figure 5.2(b) shows the 
robot and beacons after the centroid has been subtracted, placing the robot 
at the origin. It can be seen that the beacon positions relative to the robot 
have not been altered. Finally, figure 5.2(c) shows the beacons and robot 
after the rotation has been performed. This sets e to zero, aligning the robot 
with the co-ordinate frame to simplify calculations. The beacon positions 
relative to the robot are still unchanged. 

Determining Sensor Data 

Once it has been determined that a beacon is visible to the robot during a 

particular timestep, a sensor reading, Z = [~] is created. This consists of a 

range, r, and bearing, <p, to the target beacon. Gaussian errors, errorrange 
and errorbearing are added to each of these values to simulate sensor inaccu
racies. The range and bearing are therefore determined by 
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Figure 6.6: Ultrasound Calibration 

The robot could detect a rectangular target with an area of 0.075m2 at a 
range of 1.2m with a probability of detection of 86% and at 1.5m with a 
probability of detection of 20%. 

Another test considered ultrasonic readings as the robot moved. The sensor 
readings were recorded as the robot approached a target. Figure 6.7 shows a 
graph of this result. Initially the target was not visible but after some time, 
the target was observed. The distance to the target then decreased with time 
as expected before remaining constant once the robot had come to a stop. 

Figure 6.8 shows the result of a similar test with two beacons. The robot 
approached the first beacon and then turned away before approaching the 
second beacon. The result is as expected with no targets visible initially. 
Sample 22 shows the first sighting of the first beacon, followed by a decreasing 
range as the robot moved closer to the beacon. It then lost sight of the first 
beacon until sample 66, where the second beacon was sighted. This range 
also decreased as the robot approached the beacon before reaching a constant 
value when the robot was stopped. 
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Figure 6.7: Ultrasound Test with Robot Moving - One Target 
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Figure 6.8: Ultrasound Test with Robot Moving - Two Targets 
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6.3 Localisation 

To test the localisation algorithm, the robot had to drive along a path taking 
odometry and sensor readings. Beacons were placed in known positions to 
provide a map of the environment from the which the robot pose could be 
determined. 

In order to verify the localisation results, the actual path the robot took had 
to be determined. This of course included any errors due to wheel slip and so 
could not be measured directly by the robot. To record this path, a video of 
the test was taken and a grid marked on the ground in the test area. This grid 
was used in post-processing of the video frames. Each frame was altered to 
compensate for the camera angle and provide a rectangular grid for accurate 
measurement of the robot position. An affine transform [22J was applied 
using the ImageMagick package [23J to perspective correct the images. The 
four corners of the grid were mapped to the corners of the corrected image. 
This procedure is demonstrated in figure 6.9. The image before correction is 
shown in 6.9(a) while the corrected image is shown in 6.9(b). Although the 
second image looks distorted, the white dots now form a regular grid which 
can be used to manually determine the robot co-ordinates. Figure 6.10 shows 
the camera set up on a tripod above the test area. 

Figure 6.11 shows the video stills from a sample test using three beacons. In 
these images, the robot begins at the start position and then moves towards 
beacon A. It then turns left and starts moving towards beacon B. Finally, it 
turns right and heads towards beacon C before coming to rest. The results 
of this and other tests are discussed in the following sections. Videos of these 
tests can be found on the accompanying CD. 

Data Processing 

Before the raw test data could be used in the EKF localisation algorithm, 
some data processing was required. The ultrasound data had to be converted 
from micro controller clock cycles to range measurements. This was done 
using the calibration factor determined from figure 6.6. Any range readings 
greater than 1.25m were ignored because this was outside the test area and 
was attributed to environmental clutter. 

The wheel speed readings also had to be converted from encoder ticks per 
timer cycle to velocity in ms-1 . The direction of the wheels also had to be 
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_ [J(BeaCOnx - Robotx)2 + (Beacony - Roboty)2 + errorrange] 
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5.5 Simulation Output 

During the simulation, the robot state, X and the sensor readings are stored 
at each timestep and form the output of the simulation stage. The sensor 
data is then used by the EKF localisation stage to update the state estimate 
and the robot state data is used as a comparison to test the performance of 
the algorithm. The closer the EKF output to the simulated path, the better 
the performance of the algorithm. 

5.6 Odometry Model 

An odometry model is also created for comparison with the localisation out
put. This is the estimated robot path based on odometry alone. A compar
ison between this odometry output and the EKF output gives an indication 
of the performance of the filter and the requirements of the sensors. This 
odometry model can take the real odometry data from an actual test or it 
can take the generated velocities used for the simulation. 

5.7 Extended Kalman Filter Localisation 

The extended Kalman filter localisation algorithm described in section 2.2.2 
was implemented. It takes inputs from the robot simulation or from actual 
test data. Its output is the state of the robot at each timestep. 

The EKF itself has various parameters which have to be initialised. These 
are the estimated sensor errors and estimated process errors and state error 
covariance. The state error covariance matrix, P, is initialised to 

This represents the uncertainty of the initial position. In this case, it is 
assumed that the initial position is perfectly known. If the position is not 
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perfectly known, the diagonal elements of the P matrix are set to the vari
ances of the error terms. 

The measurement noise covariance matrix, R is initialised to 

R - [E;ange 0 1 
- 0 E~earing 

where E;ange and E~earing are the estimated variances (squared standard devi
ation) of the measurement noise. 

The process noise covariance, Q, is determined by 

[

E2 0 0] 
Q = 0 E~ 0 

o 0 E2 () 

(5.1) 

where E;, E~ and E~ are the estimated variances (squared standard deviation) 
of the process noise. These values however cannot be calculated initially as 
the state error depends on velocity. The Q matrix is therefore recalculated 
at each timestep based on the current velocity. 

At each timestep, the velocity is retrieved, either from actual odometry data 
or from the simulation input. The sensor data (actual or simulated) is also 
retrieved. The process error is then calculated based on the velocity at the 
current timestep and this error is used to determine the covariance of the 
process noise, Q. 

A prediction for the current state is then determined using the previous state 
and the process model described in appendix F on page F-l. The jacobian, 
vi, of the process model is determined at the current timestep, linearising 
the function around the current state. The variance prediction is determined 
from Equation 2.13 on page 8. 

If there is a valid observation, this observation needs to be related to a 
beacon. The range and bearing are converted into x and y co-ordinates of a 
landmark as observed from the current predicted position. The closest beacon 
to these co-ordinates is assumed to be the visible beacon. This method had 
to be updated after testing. Because orientation errors after turning were so 
large, the wrong beacon was being tracked. The modification made was to 
disregard beacons which were not in the robot's field of view. If there was 
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no "i" ibl,' l:x:aron. tlw s<:nsor dat~ was simply ignored and OIlly th~ prif<*' 
model upua"" perfmlJled. 

The inno,·atiotl aud Kelman gaiu are then rllkul~ted from &Juatiol~ 2.)::> 
(Iud 2,)G 'l"'IX~·li\'dy. Fiually. ,be \'ariau,,,-' and "lale are updatl·d and the 
tinn.l."timat~ for the ,hlp i" "lmed 

5.8 R.esults 

A ",mpl~ "lllllll"!i,,u 'llld I::KF r",ult ",,11O'''1l in lignrp ·5.3 h i~ dear tlmt 
nsing m\ometry nlnn~ Tn (l pj f'Tmi"" pooit;on i, lIl"nf!i~iput 2., eITors !'.Tnw "it h-
0,,1 r..)\lnd a"d no cnrrA('tinn i, ",,,,Ie Thi~ ~ in rO<lt ra,t Irl the EKF' """,,11 
D,,,,au:le of ,he l'<JlIibiuoc! OdOJuNI) and uitl"fI.."<Juuu 5<'n>Ol' data ill<'orpor8.tAd 
ill thi, <."tiamtl'. ie 10 umd, dObe' to the' m,tnnl path luan wilh l){"nnC'll)' 
alone_ 

, 
, " .... p'" 

""'''', ..., • m'~ , • , B".,,· 
, 

, , 
• • 

• 

• 

<1"1 

The ",',nit of thi, bimulaelln (,klJlOU,llUl<'li ehe ('onW:e "jlt'mtlOn ,,[ lhe EKF 
lnr.,llisalinu algorithm, The lll~t,h().-1 i" hl)we"~r "~Il"itiw 1<' ~hnu~e, ill t h~. 

('h"""" .... ror \Ollll""_ FiRm" .'i_~ shows ,mol-h,>. ~lmlll"t,ion, In this Tlln how
p,AT. thp ~:nsor prror tPI'iTli!' u!'f'd by lh~ I'I\F '\'"re OWT"51illt~tAd_ 
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lni ,w,lty of Cap<: Town 1b:hanicaJ Engin''''ring 

no "i" ibl,·l:x;aron. tlw s<:nsor data was simply ignored and OIlly th~ pr()('<*, 
",<><lcl upual.<l pe, fOllJleu. 

The inno,atioll a.ud Kalman gaiu are then rllkulated from Equatiol~ '2 Ii) 
"tid 2.1G 'l"'IX~·li\"c1y. Fiually. ,be ,'ariam,,' and "lale are updatl·d and the 
linnl ""timat~ for the "ht~ i" "lOled 

5.8 Results 

A ,aIllpl~ "lllllllatiou 'llld I::KF ,,,,ult ""/"""Il in lignTP ·5.3 h i~ (-bu- th,,1 
nsing O(lom~try runnp Tn dPi M"min<e po"ition i. lIj"nf!i~ipllt a., ern,,, !'.Tnw "il h
nl1t h<)\lnd ""d no cnrrA('tinn i, ",,,,Ie. Thi~ ~ in rO<ltra,t tll lhe EKf' """<Ill 
D,,,,au:l<: of ,he L'<JlIibinocl Od OJuN I) and uitl"fI.."<Junu Sf'nWf data ill<'orporat,.j 
ill thi, ~",l i!lmtl', i, '0 umd, d""", to the' adual path lhan wilh <><lomC'l,-, 
,,101"'_ 

, 
, """ p'" 

""'''', ..., • m'~ , • , " .. "". 
, 

, , 
• • 

• 

• 

<1"1 

The "',nlt of tIn ' biumlu'lln dl'lJlou"lrall'li ,he ("onw" "jll'mtlOn of lhe EKF 
lnr.,llisalinu algorithm. Thp lll~t.hod i" howe"~r "~n"itivp t<' ~hnu~e, ill 1 h~. 

('h"""n ..,.r<lr ,olln",,_ FiRm~ .'i_~ shows ,mot-h,>. ~lmnl"t.ion. In this run ho,,;-
P\~r. thp ~:llsor prror tPI"I~ u!'f'd by th~ I'KF V""re owr"5tim~t,.j_ 

In thi' ("fI.-e, the fihpr put, li1( IA faith ill lh~ "''''i()l" dat" Md !lw o\ltpnt I" 
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, (0 1 

,'crY ,imilm to til" or!,mlctr, pll1l!. This o[ COU"" ckJC~ not match lhp a"IUIlI 
pa;h bf'CrL"'" Ih,: Sf'll"'" ,hI" wa.< Ill"r(' ,,('('urak than >l.,,"mffi hv lhp tibet 

~l\rI ,hunhl ha\· e 1""'11 ,,,ore h~RYlh \\"'il',hlfti in the p,-",itioll "'li'nate. 

Thp nPP"';t.e i" true ii Thp EkF pnsP nme I~nll is mpm;t;lIl~tf"(t I'igun' 5_:; 
,h~\\·~thi~ rl!>~_ As The nc\mnet"y dMa is nul h~~"ily ''''ighl'..]' whrt) srn,~) 
U:lta iR ulot~itled . the hIler ful]"", Ihb iufommtiuu !!lnre de",:ly 1')1" i. 
d,'mOI'''1 nl1,..\ bv the J U'" 1'1 ~h;:U'Rl' iu pOHlinll ,11OWll 11\ t h,' E KF 1o""li-.m ion 
l'~tlL .\t this p;>int ""n,",r datil wa.~ ~l"l"ined ami \""'''11.'£ thp m\nn)l'uv 
datil ".,,' ",,_'"mM tul", in"",ur"t~, thp hitf'r ".1.< 1l],lr In alt~r lh~ e"'tim.1l" 
in (",,:mr vf rhe ""nco' infulll1,Hioli 

'Til""" result, rlpll1f)n~1mT~rI tlw ~nc(i"",ful ;'llpl~,l;t'llqtif)1l d til~ ex\enu(.,j 
Kah,,~n hlt<'t 1{)(,'11;,,~;iull ,,J,,'JI,;t hlll and ll,~ H)I~"1 .;["ul.o1;"" Tl .... EKF 
tllgnrillllll hO\y,.,-('r, lwo:! 10; h, 1'''I",i WIth aci'.lill ('x]wrimcllial rial,\ \{) '''Iifv 
it, ~lli\.ahi]ity fnr \.hi, ,y"lpJ11. The,,,, Ilmi nthPr "v,tPnl t~'L~ aI~ ,jf".('rihffl il1 
IllP fnllnwing ,·hapTPr 

--'--.--=~:;:c:--==~c=c~--CHAP ITn!) CO~IT'U I-Ht ~lOml U;\G 3.5 
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o •• >CO> 

".--c.:--c,:--c.~,--c.~,---:,---c---:,---:, --cc.---:, 
, lot 

,'crY ,imilm to til" Ori'Jnlctrc' pll1h. This o[ {'OUI>(' ri(JC~ not malch Ihp a('mlll 
pa;h bf'CrLl"" Ih,: Sf'll"'" ,ht" W"-' mnr(' ",'('urak than fl.""mffi h ... Ilw filter 
~nrl ,hunlc! ha\· e 1""'11 'nure heRvlh" "",il',hlfti in the pU'<itioli hti'nate. 

Thp nPP",it.e i. tru~ ii Thp F k F pnsP "1m) IPrlll is mp,..",ti"\~tM_ I'igut'(' 5_:; 
,h~\\·~thi~ cl!S~_ As The nc!ulI1eTT'y dMa is nUl h~""ily "eiglll'..]. wILen sen'~t 
li:l\i' iR ulot"i"ed . the Ililer full"", thb iufo!"!IlMiuu !!Jo'e de",:I.-- Tl!i, is 
d,'mOlJ"tratnl bv the J um pt dW1JR" iu pOHlinll ,1mwlI 11\ tllf' E KF \o""li,m inn 
l'~t],_ .\t this p;>int ""n';Or riatll \\as nu1~ined "nri \""'11\1.'£ thp minn"'1": 
datil ,,'''' Pk""'mM u,lw in;;<'{'ur"l~, th~ hll,," ".'-< 1l1,le In alt~r lh~ e<timRte 
;n 1",'Our C)[ rhe .... a,o' inlolll1,1Iiol' 

'Til ...... result, rlplllnn~lmT~rI tlw ~nc(ffi:;fu i impl~'l;<'llqt;ntl d lh~ extend,..] 
Kah""n hltN l{)('ali:;.~Ti'-'ll ,,J,,.,,'ithm and ll,~ ,·{>l~.,t "irlJul~li,,,, 1'lw EKF 
~]gnrillllll hUE""""r. h;~ll"],, I'''-,Ini with act'.lill ('x])('rimcnt,,] rlal,l1<l '''rifv 
it:, s"it.ahili ty fnr this sy"lpm. Th""" Ilnrl olhPr ",.,tpm t~'L~ ar~ ,-jf'S('rilwri in 
th~ follnwing dlapTPr 

----.--=~:;:c:-==~c=c~-
CHAP ITn!) COII1PU I-I':[{ ~10Dl-. 1 U\G 
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Chapter 6 

Testing 

The testing of the system was broken down into a number of tests of various 
aspects. These included the speed control system, the ultrasound system and 
verifying the operation of the extended Kalman filter localisation algorithm 
with experimental data. 

6.1 Speed Control 

The speed control algorithm consisted of a proportional controller, illustrated 
in figure 6.1. 

The speed control tests consisted of testing the operation of the control algo
rithm and then tuning the controller gain (k) value by performing step-tests. 
The procedures and results are outline in appendix D. The result of a step
test performed with the chosen k value is shown in figure 6.2. This value 
was chosen because it provided an adequate speed of response while limiting 
overshoot and oscillation. 

The following figures show the system responses for various k values to illus
trate the effect of the controller gain on the system and to explain the chosen 
value. 

Figure 6.3 shows the system response with k = 0.5. The response is extremely 
slow and is unable correct itself quickly after environmental disturbances. 
The circled area shows a disturbance such a slight incline, dropping the 
speed below the setpoint. In this area on the graph, it can be seen that a 
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I -----, MOTOR 

Figure 6.1: Pwp<Jnional Con! roll"T -Z] [P,G 7, l'hl<pter .t 

",------------------------",.,'--------------------

;0," 

Fi~ur" 6.2' Stq>-t('st wlth k = 2 

si"nificaul amount of timt' is taken for the srst('m to rdurn to the &r'tpoint. 
B\ this til1K'. Ilw cuviroUllCIlt ha.;; chaug(·d. now k've! or a slight dcdim'. :llld 

the s,"skm i8 unabl" to respond fast enough w overshoots th,' sctpoin\. TIm 
"all iudir-al.ioll thal il vWU(' of k = 0.:.0 is I"" l()w fOT I.las S\'Slcm. 

Fi~1..In' 6.4 ,huv.;:'! th" S\'~t('lll n'")"",,"- wiTh a k ,,~lu(' of ~" Th,' [('}])(J1\'I' IS 
mueh f'k'I.('r bu!. Lhef!' ;0 \-;,ill]" OjwThholJt which ;, lHl<i,,,,;,,,!.j,>, 

Figm"f' C.:'; ,how' th .. 8y~tem re:;poll~ \\'illl ~. ~r .. atly illuea..~l to l' valllf' of 
20. Thf> Sy~tPm i~ clearl .. os<:illaloTY and do"",,, not l'tt<iJilbe ilnd re.v:h the 
sdpoin[. 

6.2 Ultrasound 

Initially uiin,,;()und ,""[ibn.,,on t(.";t.,, "~'rf' pf7furnwd wit h Ih" mhol "tBti()ll
~fr A t.>li'gf't Wa0 pl"n'd s.t v[<f)ing ran:.'"", in lille-of-eight of th" ultra&l1lil' 
tnJll~durer.; and th .. llllQ:,mllrn rs.ngr ,md likelih'HJd "f df'te<:l,i()n rl~t<'rmilU',L 
These r"",ult~ are shown III figure ti,ti It ~ho\lld [.(, nol<'cl thaI Ih~ tra.llsdu(-~rs 

could only provide mngr da ta and Hot braring. 
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MOTOR 

Figure 6.1: Proponi1.,nal Cont rollf'T 'ZllP,5 7, Chl'pter .t 

",------------------------",.,' --------------------

;0" 

Figur" 6,2' Stq>-test wlth k = 2 

si"nificaul amount of timC' is taJwll for the srstC'lll to rdurn to the &r'tpoint. 
E, this tillK', Ilw C'uvironmellt ha.'! changr'd, !low IC'vd 01" a. sli"ht dedim'. and 
the sc,s\{-m is unaLI,' to respond fa~t enough w ovcrsl[()ot~ th,' sctpoint. ThIS 
" all illdir'ali()ll thai " val"" ,.f k = (1.:.0 is 10" low for LlllS S.-StC'lll. 

Figure 6,4 ,h()ws thl' ~'y~t" lll r.'"))(lfl~' wil h a I: "l'lu,' of ~" Th,' r<'l'-l'"m'i' I~ 

llmeh f'k'I,'r bu!. Lh<TI' i" \'i,ibli, ()w",h"CJt which i, mld''l'-in,bk, 

Figm"f' 6.:.0 ,how, th" sy~tem re:;poll~e with ~. ~l"f'atly inuea.."<'fl to (' va!u" of 
ZOo Th .. Sy~tPm i~ clearh' oscillatory and does no t ~tt<-iJilbe >l\ld reach the 
S(,tpoint, 

6.2 Ultrasound 

Ini t ially ul inl.;;()und ,-,,,l,brl''''''' t(.,,;t.., "~'n' p''l'fornwd wit h th" robot Hati()n
~rr A t,NIt"t W&i pla"e<l l't Y['r~ing rang'''' in line_of_f'ight of Ih" ultra.<;(lllil' 
tnJl\~du('eru and ,h .. lllB;Ximum r~ng~ <J-nd likelih,ood elf ,If'te.::tiun rletl'rmin"d. 
These r"",ulh an' shown ill figure 1i.1i It should lx, Iwh,d that th~ trallsducoers 
could only provide range dtlta and Hot braring. 
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CHAPTER ti. TEST[\C 

FigUrt, G.1D: Cm!MTi\ Sci Up On Tripod AhoY<' T,·<t An'a 

CHAPTER ti. TEST[\C 
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L'niWn<i1" of Clip" Tnwn 
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l~kPl1 into .'(0<',,11111.. In th~ I· Kr algr,rithlJl.lh~ ';grJ "I IIw n·lntib· ""hl~ ilJ
di(·"kd t.iirtdioll ,\"he!~'h ill Ih~ mlcn",,"l,,!rul1~r L'~k. th~ ol)L~'<l "','" 11 ",,~ICII" 
,"ilue Hud" ,Ot,wl ,·"riaule <p'ocllicd d'rl';1i0n Thc',p had to \.>P MmuinM 
10 g;\"(; a ~i ~1prj yplOC;1\ 

Single Ul'ollun 

In Ihp initi~ 1 t~"'I. thp robol <1ro\p luwRrd" I\'P ci"g;l~ b~RoC"" alld HOP!'.....!. 
Fif\llre 6. 12 -h,,,," Ih~ H("tu1I1 palh. Ihe pall! ddl'nlli,,"~l hI' "'!(!IJl~rr, · clma 
1Il"1l~ 1I!lU the p"lh ud~n!lill~ l.w II", ~xtL .. "kJ 1("lnmn lill,'r I().:alh.tti()!] 
R!i,:oritl!m. The 10rali'~li0n Rlgorithm Wfl..' ~xtr~m~l\" ,ncrp"fnl. prOOnril1)1; 
r.,.;"lt, rRr, I n<~r 10 the II<'lnal pHth than from Mmn",.,." ~I~'np. TI", a~~'lr"n 
r,1 \hp rr..,thr ,,1 b highliglll<'<l by the flltl (hat 1"~ ~Hd p"illl or lh~ IM!h 
d,,[erll,iIJed by th~ eX(~lldf"(\ KurURIl Jilt~l' lJl"td,~, '.he ul1ual ±inal!"",iti()!] 

I 
" . 

Fif\urc [i.12: ('nmpari8<m nf O.\Ol1lClr, alJ(l ul<:ali,atinn natR "ith Artnal 
P;ltil - 1 B,'",'on 

I" ,hOlllrl ],p nOlNI t hru lhp <'>.1!'ndP<l h:~lm~rJ tille! <"'lilllRIP fr,lio,,', Ilt~ 

r,uCmWtH I(J] ... ,,"hil~ bd"l~ br~rJ(:hi1l6 ()JI lr"wrrl, the ,,("(uill I'dlh. This 
I'oiul "'ber~ .1", Eh:F pi1tb br.;n,j"" to the ri~ht <"em u" attrilmti>J In the :tIrol 
r\usPr\·al.i"" " f I hp b~~r<>" This (lb"...ry~t ion """s "Sf"<l 10 ~nrrO'("I Ilw ~'1 im"t P 
~nrl t h~r~f0fP mn"~ Ilw f'et imR t!.'<1 p",iti<:l11 ~Jo,.,·r to 1 h~ ~n llRl 1",:';1 ion I'hi~ 

is ("()JlfinueU iw lliuR.oonuJ !r~,Jl!I~~ from th~ I~'t. Th('St: "r~ ~h,,,Yn iu ,,!';urc 

CH-\rTF [l. (;. TE~n\(.: 

T~kPll 111\0 "",,,,,11111.. In th~ I· Kr alg"rithlJl,lh~ 'igr, "I IIw H'lotib- ,-"hl~ ill
di(-"l~u tlirtdiou ,,-be!~'h in Th~ mlcn"~ll'lr<Jl1~r n~k. th~ 'I)L~'.-j "',.,' il ""~I,,, 
,-ilu~ Hud a ,~:, ",,\ ,-ariaule '-pccilicd d'rl';1i0n Thc',p had to L,p Mmuinl'il 
To gi\"(; a ~1 g11,>rl ypIO<'i1\ 

Siug\" Ul'dlUU 

In Thp initi~ 1 t~"'T, thp rohOT <1 ro\p tuwRrd" T\'P cillg;lp b~R('"" alld HOpp..J_ 
Fif\\lr~ 6. 12 ,h,,,," Ih~ nnual palh. Ihe 1-",111 ddl'nnilll~l hy (),i()!lIerr,- clma 
alone auu the V"lh d~l~nuill~ IA II", ~xtL'I"lcJ h."lnmn lilt,'r I(><:ali,atio!l 
RIgorithm_ The 10 rali"~liell Algorithm Wfl..' ~xtr~ll1~l\" ,ncrp"fni, proonrill)l; 
r.,,,,,lt" rRr, In<pr 10 th~ II<'ln,,1 path than fr()ll1 oomlld.ry ~IOllp_ T1", ar~'lr"~' 
"I lhp rr..,th, ,,1 b highliglll<'<l by !h~ fAeI that 1"~ ~nd voi"t of lh~ IM(h 
d"[errci,,,,d by the ext~lldpd KuruRIl Jilttl' !ll"tdj~, '.he adual ±inal!"",iti"!l 

I 
" . 

Fif\urc 0.12: ('''I!ll'ari>,(JD nf O.\""!Clr.- ami u><:ali,atinn natA ,,;th Artnal 
P;ltIl - 1 B,',,<,on 

I" ShOlllrl ),p nmNi t hru lhp ~},1!'I1(lM h:~lnH'Tl lilte! <"'!imRIP fr,I]()\.,-, t],~ 

('oem .... !]'\" 1m "- whil~ bdOjl~ br~lJthi1l6 olI \""-arrl, the ,,\'Iu,,", Pdth. This 
poiu! wb~r~ .he Eh:F pi11b brd)w)"" to the ri~hl <"em u" attrilmt;"l to the :t!rsl 
,-,usPr\·Hl.inn " f t h~ b~~rnn Th;, (lb",..r\"~t ;on WrlS \1SPrl 1.0 cnrr<'('1 tlw ~,t im"t P 
~nrl I h~r~f0fP mn\'~ IllP ..,;t im~!....-1 p,-".il\<:)]1 do.','r 10 1 h~ "et' ,~l I"':'il ion I-hi~ 

i" t{)uli.nl1.,.j Iw 111""',,<)11UU !r~uil!~~ from th~ loSt. Th""" "r~ sh\)\yn il1 ""ure 

CH'\T'TF H (;_ TE:,;TI"\(i 
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6,L, Ibnge ,·"1,,,-,,< g'"=''' tl"'n 1m from t,h~ 1 ""'I,d"""" (1 25!LL trom the 
w),,,,,! ]"~.,,,) "no tii:;<;a](,kti became they 'W'1' <,"";,]~ the ,aIlge of the to,l 
"'C'''" alld ""to therelore Rtfrib"t,,] I" """i'm!,",""t"l duner. 

Fig'ure ~ , H ,11O\<"8 the \'nlorily """d iug~ i'or boll. wh""l~, ComI'Rri,()u with L h,' 
Ldt'''-''''Hl,l .. wlill!';' i, ,., e,"<pedcd InitiRl!y , tlw ]"'""'0,, w,,"' n"t "r r"Ilge 01 
I he tmnsnm'Cl';, Th. wh",,1 w].lC;ti .. " ;11'" ""'1<'<.1 auo thc robot mown furwRI'd 
Aftrl' ',hin""" il:"n~lt", the b'-,a('on w,,~ oke"'on Il.t a r"",,~~ of "PPl,,,,;1H"1 ~Iy 
1",_ The whcd "do,:il;", rcmamcd co1lS(,a", "-'>d ", I,he' "'1!,~" 1<> (he beacon 
d""e1l"cd steadily umi! "~rn]'>lc n who'!'" 1.1« ' vdocili'" riropp"" to z~ro and 
the ron...1 -1<,pr"'1. Tho> "llra'"u"ti ,.,'adilll,;' then ,clllaillNl o<,lJsb.lJt wilh 
t h~ rol><,1 ,I "liolwry, approxiIllately II. :Jf,,,, from thn 1>1>"",,, 

Two Beacons 

Fig UI" ti_15 ,hows " ,imi!,,! t"" 1 ", it,ll tw<, 1>I'll.c"",,_ Thi, w'" I,m ~"":.,,,,,j'ul ;;.;; 
the Rlgonthm Wl,S not ,.w",." nf "hkh lX"""lI w:l, b<,ill~ ol ... 'r¥e'<.l M a giwlI 
tiHl~, The ",'" III "hich I)", ,<.i!',nriulII' allribulru "n observation to" I",,,coll 
ill Ih" ",ap i~ '" folluw" The cmr<;m ""tillLat~ f,,, Ih~ ,obot po"" i, ,,,,.i "lid 
trom t h"t. RlId from thp "1t",,,oHnd ,bb_ Ib" lih,y i>ruilion of the bc~COll 
i, d~truu,w"i The el,,,,,-,,I b<"acon m lhal area is then ncterminoo (0 l!~ Ih~ 
.,1~,,-.,., ·,,1 1><''''"011 Thi, hu,,-cYcr did lIot WOIk RS th~ N'''' dHCiul': ,,,,-n'llg "'""'~ 
'" Ia!;;o' , tile' algOrithm (h~"c th~ ".,ollg l.>f'Il.C'On_ 

Ihe \'ooe wa, theu lILo<;ihoo I" OIl!.>' "CQl'l IwA\.'-''' IIl0"""'"IH",,l, if that 
P"t l jc"li<l b<,w"-,,, ,"onlo ,('aliA ,wlly be in ,io'" 11 th~ a,!gorithm ,Liti not knru 
which be""or, to attributc Ih" m""mre",rnt In, it di,"r,~an!"1 "he' "t<,I'il\<"Hld 
dR.tll. und <July [.;11""",1 lh" odo"~"I'-)' <1"1"_ Thl> r,,,,dt ;, ,howII In figure 
6,16_ AJl.f>iulh .. lill .. - ","f>' m"IK'l'C'~'<tul although it call lW SOI'n t.hal11lSuad 
,-,r ot.oe"vil'S "" ",,-,,,,w::t be&<Con. the R!gorithm simp.!y lollnw, th~ <~i<,Hl"Il\ 
ORt", '1'hi" pcrfOrDl1I.ll'-'" IV'" still \l neRI i,r,,,,, On' :m<i III r:H'I, l">::au",, of (bo 
"hapc of th~ pa,h, th. tilL e,- P',,-101Hl"<i ..-or", than l><iu,",otry alono _ The 
',,~,k oj' ""'lchi,,1': up 0\.>'0'''"(;011' wIth heacoru is known '" rOfl""polH]ml'-'" 
ami ;; unc uf th,' lllatlt difficult duJ l""g'" ill I" CRli",(,i()ll alLd tLL"ppn'g_ 11 io 
ci:,cu~ in Sl'<'1,ion2_,", Oll i'''g~ 11 

J-"igmp fl, I" 'how,; I 1,,-, ~"IIl" 1'-"'\ e~,,-'pl, wilh k"O..-ll l'Jrr",polldcnc", i .• , the 
"IW"ilhlll hro',-, whic,)' ob,crvatIun, belong to Whi<!l l!ellCm .. ., Thi, ~"vc 
much ilLLprowci r",\l!t>" A~ in th~ , illgte b.".co" \.,,1, Ih,· E,j(f )ill" ,.c~ull 

i" lal' ;)II>I'.-><,!' t<l ,',dnllL"',''.)' "h"", ami ,~ Il'lali"d.'- dw" to the "ct,ual path. 
Tho diw'grllm j'TOln ',h ,,' "cl,,,,.1 ~"lh m,ti thcn sharp turn III the ]';Kl' path" 
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6,L, nange ,·"1",,, g'"=''' th"" 1m from t,h~ imn,d",,,-',, (1 25!LL lrom the 
wh",,! ]"~.,,,) W"te tii:;<;uHled bcr"mc they 'WI'" ",,"i,]~ the raIlge of the to,l 
"'C'A alld ""to therelare Rttrib"t,,] t" """ilmn"""t,,l duner. 

Fig'ure fj H shows thr \'nlorily """d iug~ I'or both wh""l~, Coml'ari,Oll with L h,' 
,dt'''-''''''1<1 ",W\ill!';' i, '" G."{pc<.'tcd lniti~l!y, tlw ]"'""'0,, w,,"' nut or r"Il~e 01 
I he tmnsnuc'Cl;, Th. wh",,1 wi.w;ti<." itl< """ .. ,o:.xl auci thc robot mown furwal'd 
Aftrl' ',hin""" ","n~lt", the b'"a('o" WM obse"'on It(. a r""'~~ of "1"1"1,,,,;))'''1 ~Iy 
I"" The ....-hcd "ch:i!;"s rcmamcd collSl,aw "",d ", I,h,' I-;\]!,~e 1<> lh" boacon 
d",re1l"cd stc~di!y umi! "~Hl]'lJ." n wh"re 1.1«· velol'ili"" riroppoo to z~<O and 
th~ roh<,1 -1(,pr""1. Thp "llru,,,,,,,d 1','adiIlj,;, then fcmailJed o(.ns\;(nt wilh 

t h~ rol><,1 ,I ,,\;olwry, approxiIllatcly II. :Jf,,,, from thn 1><'"""" 

Two Bcacons 

Fig UI1' ti,15 ,hows " 'imi!a! t""l '" il,h I.W(, 1>1'""0.1, .. ,, Thi, w", "m ,,,' rc,-,,,r ul ;;;; 
the algonth!!! w ... not .>wal"1' nf ....-hkh Ix",""u w:l, h<,iu~ ol ... '",xl at a giwu 
tij[j~, Th. ""V III "hich 0", ""!',Ilrit.!",, allribulCl an ob&ol'vMion 10 a 1"'''COl! 
ill Ih" map i~ '" folluw" The CUl'!"<:lll ""ti",at~ f,,, 'h~ ,,,1;ot PC""" i, ,,,,.i ""d 
Imm that. Rlld hum th~ ult"",o,,"d ,1«1,,, Ih" lih,y i>OiJition of the bc~con 
i, detrllu,,,,,,i The cil",.,,,1 bea('on m \hal area i, then ncterminoo 10 I!~ \h~ 
,,1~'<'I'\·,,1 ),.=011 Thi, hu,,-cYcr did not work as th~ N'''' d"rinl': ,,,,'o.:ng wa . ., 
'" la!~" th,' algonthm dw;c th~ ,noIlg 1"'-'ltC'O'" 

Ihe \'ooe wa, then lILD<iihoo to 0l!1." oC"'-1'l Iw""-,-,,, IIl""",ref!lC,,l, if that 
I''''-Ijc"hl bcw"-,,, ,"onlci ,,'ali.,liwlly be if! ,i"w If the algorithm ,lid nol knru 
which bom'of! to attribute Ih" ml'aeurrlllrnt If), it di"",~"nl"I',h,' "\<,l'il\(,,.,,d 
d&t& "nd (July fiJI"w,,1 lh" odo"I,'I,')' d"(,,, Thi, ",,,,.It i, ,hown m figure 
6,16, AJl.f>iulh,· lill .. ' wi<., UIl"K'l'C'~'<IUl although it canlw """f! t.h1lt lllSuad 

,-,r obde"vi"s a" "''-'''fw,'t bc&<Con, the R!gorithm SilILI'.!r folln"" the (~i(,Hl"ln 
ciRt,.. 'l'hi" performAllce "'''' stil! \Ineali,r'''''''n' ;m<i III r'H'I, ",,-'au,,,, of tbe 
"hapc of th~ i'It,h, th. tilLe" P',,'lolwe<i ",or", than l,uumotry alone The 
',,~,k or "!:'lchi,,1': up ob'""'1ItioIl' WIth hcaeoru is known fl., rO'''':'opolH]mlO<' 
am! ;; une uf th,' matlt difficult du<.!l",llg'" ill I,,(ali"'l,i"'l alld "'''p~I]Jg, 11 io 
ci:,cu"cd in "",1,k", 2,,', on i'''g~ 11 

]-"igm~ fl, I .. 'how,; I 1,,-· \aIIl(' 1'-"'\ e~,,-'pl, with k"o",u l'Jfr"'pondcnl". I .• , the 
"IWffilhm ho,,-' ",hid, ob,crvatlun, belong to whi(h bel\C", .. ., Thi, ~"vc 
much ilLLpro",ci r",,,!t>,, A~ in th~ ,illgte b.a.coll \"'1, Ih" E,j(f )ill" ,.c~ull 

i, fal' ;)llwrit.!' t" ,',dm,,,,,,,y "1<",,, aud,~ wla\i\'d.,- do",-' to thc "cl,ual pwh. 
Tho diwfgrllm rTOm \-h,,' ac[,,,,>l ~a\h a",1 thcn sh~rp tum lD the ]';Kl' path" 
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Figllr~ 6.1;; ('0mlJKri~(ln of Odolm'lI)' ami ux:ali~,,\iun l)alR wi!h :I.e'll"\! 
Palh - KnOlHl C()II('bI~",rlC"'"' 

whprp thp nhmso)lnu ;;ignal IS lost aUfI th~n r~gJjn~rl amjlim \]&'<11(1 rorred 
th,· !>'lIlt. r hi~ i. a~ r~l-"(""\f'<1 "" llip mh,,\ lu,,,, lLe Com,'! il.mllo>f>s ~i gl\l 
of \h~ he'd(oOlio Rll cJ is umJinItM 1w the l11traW\Uld riata ill li)\ur~ G.lS 

[ h""" r~:ulwg> ale as exp,,,df'(] '" lIothing ;:; Y'f'Il initially. \h~l! th~ ft,-,t 
ue"'-'(jll com,'; inl<, ,-iew. f"llull"c'<.i b,I' "lll)thcI 10." in ,i~lH,l [,ud fiualk th~ 
>ccomllx'Moll wmc", ;1110 yjew. ThcTC is ""me n();,p ml tI,p "ill),.,llml1hi, i., 
elJmpP1L<,!u'(l fm by lhp EIt~r ~nr! delPs nnt. A.rlwrwly RtfN 1 1hp I"""~t 

Thr (,.,.\ \l'l\.' (W<¥ "gal11 l*rforulI"Il 1,,1\ ,Fit I! a Jll~lJ of Ihe"", h('f\cons rig 
mr 6.19 ~how" the re""h with \luknowu COrrl'"I"Juriem:e, (JUl'" """ill, (h" 
R'>iUll is "'l>uct('t;.,,;ful with the "l~DIil hm mmbl~ h) d~I"nllitll- ",hid, lw,,<.:UlJ 
~ parTi, ul~r Oh""",'Mion ""lonl'" 10 and follmldl\)I; Th~ oriOllU'try informAtion 
rpsuitinl' tiT Ml hiri pmble PIN!'>. 

Fi~Jr~ 6.111 show" tlif 'Am~ test hut w,' h known f\)rrp,!Xmd~ll~. Again 
u ,-n,t impro"'''"WLl1 is ,hm'-ll will, ,I<~ l::I\F 1 (;('~1;m1i(lfL ~I.:orhlilU ~I(,,..dl" 

lJlillf-hiI'g LilL ;".:Inal l-"!lh 
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Figllr~ 6.1;; ('O!lllJKri';:II' of OdoIIlclrj' ami l<x:ali~,,\iun l)alR wi!h Al'llVI) 
Palh - Known CorI('bl~)UrlC'](l' 

whprp t h~ \,It ffLSO)lnU ;;i);n~l IS ],,'t aUfI th~n r~g:J j,,~rl ami ! h~~ \JSi'd 1 (I corrt'ct 
th,· !>'lllt- I" hia b a~ r~p("(.tf'<1 "" llip mh,,\ lUll" lhe Com,'! amllo>t's ~igl!l 
of \h~ h"'"coolI' ~lIcJ is UJlUinItM I,.. the l11tra'OlUld riata ill li)\ur~ G.lS 

['h""" r~;uiwg:> ale as exp,,,df'(] ." 1I0lhing I:; "",11 initially. \h~l! th~ r,,·,\ 
ue"t(JlI com,>, ino!) ,-ieI'. r"llull"c'<.i L,I' "lll)thcI lo." in ,i~ll"l ,HIU fiualk th~ 
:'Ccomi beMo" wme." ;1110 Yil'W. There is .. :mloC n();,p ~1l1hp "ill),.,llml1hi, i., 
elJmpPIL<,!u'(l fm by lhp EIt~r ~nr! riops nn!. A.rlwrwly RffN 1 lhp Ip<,ll!t 

Tin'"'' O~'aL"vJJ~ 

T)w f"-'\ \l'l\.' (W<'I' "gal11 p,·rforu]I"Il ",1\ ,Fit I! a Jll~l' of Ihr"", hffirollS rig 
urr 6.19 ~how" lhr rCh"h with uuknowu COrrC'"I"",nen"", (JUt'" ag.ain, Ihe 
l~.,;ull is tlll,uct<'tisful with the alg.uri'hlll nimble '" de,enniuc' ",hid, bcal-UlL 
~ parTi, nl~r ol_n'Mio" ""lonl'(" '0 and rollavejn)!; 'h~ onollU'ny inforn,"(ion 
r""nltinl'( n' Nllhinpmhle PIW!'>_ 

Fi~'r~ 6 _111 ,how" tlLf ""m~ test hUI w]Ib known f\)rrpsjXm<l~n~_ Again 
u "n,t improNenWLll is 'hcrwn willt ,I<~ I::I\F 1 (;('~lii-i\li(LfL rolgorillLm rl(,,..dr 

1""l"hiI]1\ Liw ,,<:Ina! 1-"!l11 
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Figure 6.21: Ultrasound Readings for Three-Beacon Test 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

7.1 Extended Kalman Filter Localisation 

The system demonstrated that localisation of a robot in a known environment 
is possible using only low-cost ultrasound sensors and wheel speed encoders. 
The extended Kalman filter proved to be a highly effective method for this 
task if correspondence between observations and map information could be 
determined. 

The method failed if correspondence was unknown due to large odometry 
errors especially during turning. When correspondence was known, the algo
rithm was extremely successful, giving results far superior to odometry alone. 
The effectiveness of the algorithm was demonstrated both with simulation 
and experimentation. 

7.2 Speed Control 

Speed control was implemented using optical encoders for rotational speed 
measurement. From the speed measurement, odometry was implemented 
both in the EKF algorithm and separately, for comparison with the filter 
output. 
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7.3 Ultrasound 

An effective ultrasound range measurement system was developed and im
plemented. It had a maximum reliable range of approximately 1.2m for the 
given transmission pulse length. The effectiveness of this system was demon
strated by the EKF localisation results. When the sensor data was available 
and incorporated into the filter, the estimate of the robot position was much 
closer to the actual position than with odometry data alone. It should also 
be noted that the ultrasound data added considerable value to the system 
even though it did not provide bearing information. 

A method of using multiple ultrasonic sensors simultaneously without mutual 
interference was investigated and appeared feasible. This would be highly 
advantageous if more sensors were added to the robot or if multiple robots 
were operating in the same area. 

7.4 Controller 

The Gumstix/Roboaudiostix embedded system was utilised as the controller 
for the robot. Although not all the features of this controller were used 
in this work, considerable potential for expansion was provided by choosing 
this platform. This will allow the future goal of running the EKF localisation 
algorithm onboard and eventually performing mapping to be implemented 
on the current hardware. 
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Chapter 8 

Recommendations and Future 
Work 

Solving the data association problem is a key area for future research. There 
are a number of methods which could improve the current system. 

The first possibility is to add more sensors. A sensor which can detect a dis
tinguishing property of a beacon, such as a camera detecting colour or shape 
would allow the algorithm to better determine which beacon a particular 
ultrasound reading corresponds to. 

Another option is to include a direct orientation sensor such as a compass 
instead of determining orientation indirectly from the change in position. 
The reason for this is that a large portion of the error in data association 
was due to large errors in odometry during turning leading the algorithm to 
assume an incorrect orientation. 

Self-identifying beacons, such as transmitters with a unique signal are an
other solution although this is not ideal for this application with the ultimate 
goal of autonomous mapping and navigation in an unstructured environment. 

The investigation of the coded signal method of avoiding interference between 
conflicting ultrasonic sensors discussed in appendix G should be extended. 
The feasibility of performing the required signal processing on the Gumstix 
system should be investigated further. The performances of the methods 
should also be tested in cluttered environments as would be encountered in 
the final system. 
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The EKF localisation method used in this work should be implemented on 
the Gumstix and run in real-time during robot operation. This may require 
optimisation of the algorithm. As previously mentioned, the ultimate goal of 
this research is SLAM. EKF SLAM should be simulated as the localisation 
algorithm was in MATLAB to allow for easy testing. The SLAM algorithm 
could build on the completed localisation code. The final step would be to 
implement the SLAM algorithm on the Gumstix and then use this map and 
localisation information for efficient navigation of the environment. 
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A.I Intr oduction 

An illVf"\igaUl'l! or ~urrl'"tl\' ,mllhbk imtollomrmo \,~""1l1n c1p~n;1\g '~"lelI," 
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of thp "",,"\\m ,'I~,,"e'''. "" 111\' lll('chaui,"a] dl"i~ll W1I>- cdr~:m,\· ,mnpiPIe<l 
f\-,,"iLle 1ll~lj,,-,d, \J[ ",-hi"yiu!; <illd iml)H)\-illg th~"p mpahi]itip, \wrp ,1100 
Juw"i.ligal."d 

A.2 Commercially Available Systems 

Th~ <lut(jIlO[lJOU' ('~l .... bili1.)· of rommprri~1 ""sjp,,," \\',e inv..".liglt(&1 W pro
vide- iuf,nMti.-m ()11 thp curr~nt ,late ,A \h~ M\ u"d th,-,d()rl' to "id i!llh~ 
dl'wiop'nf'nr nf 'y"TPn] op<'<'ifiL1Ti'dj' 

A .2.1 IHobot - Roolllba 

Fi;',llr~ _\ I ,1"',,,"' Jn0Lr."~ \o1->(jr-tlj~-jiHe 'O\Xllk '-,1('\1lllll. Room)". Schul
l1]Pf. It, h,," t.h~ fc'll1ow;tl~ rap"l)]jilic,,; 

• St~;r avoida"c", "",km 
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• .\\!tolll"ti~ r,-,.:lJar~iIlg 

A .2.2 Floorbotics I' loorbot 

hgur~ .\ 2 a\J,-,\"~ ,lww~ th~ Flomlwt from nc-mbotl<."'. TlIi. n,b(\\ <lh, h"" 
t!!~ Hhihl~" t" d~t"p~t. oojPM' ;mel m-uirl d'-'lJHlt:""_ It hO"t',-e'-~r '*'~S noT hllw 
Rut 'lltlRt i~ rl'ChRrg~ ~RI)}! hi!ity_ The nmi n R,h."mllll;<' of j h i, product i, 11m! it 
Joe, IIOt use B mmlom '<'&rch ].Jatlnn L\lt ae:liwl., maps the ro')llJ_ 
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A .2.2 Floorbotics l' loorbot 
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RlllrlltlRt i~ rf'ChRrg~ ~RP~ hility_ The nmin RrI''''!\1~11;f' of j h i, product i, 11m1 it 
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A.2.3 ElectroluxThi lobite 

Figure A .3; Elf'nroiux Trilooi,e 
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Environment Sensors 

Localisation can be done using global or local sensors. In systems such as 
GPS, the beacons transmit a signal which is received by the robot. From the 
difference in arrival time between these signals and given that the position 
of the beacons is known, the position of the robot can be determined. The 
orientation however must be estimated from the change in position [2][P.198, 
Chapter 14]. 

In many environments, it is impractical for the beacons to transmit signals. 
In these cases, the transmitters could be mounted on the robot and the 
beacons could simply be reflectors, either natural or artificial but in known 
positions. 

Odometry 

Odometry is the process of using wheel encoder data for localisation. The 
starting position of the robot is known and future positions and orientations 
are calculated by integrating the wheel velocity data. This method is not 
reliable over large distances because errors grow without bound as there is 
no way to compensate for an incorrect measurement or wheel slip [2] [P.200, 
Chapter 14]. It can however be used very successfully in conjunction with 
external environment sensors such as in the Kalman filter localisation algo
rithm described in section 2.2.2. Here odometry error is corrected by sensor 
measurements and also provides a way of compensating for errors in the sen
sor readings themselves. These two methods in conjunction provide a much 
more reliable localisation estimate than either would separately. 

Probabilistic Localisation 

There is uncertainty in all robot sensor measurements, movement and also 
in robot software because of approximations of the real world. Probabilistic 
localisation uses the mathematics of probability to estimate robot pose from 
all previous sensor and vehicle model data. This method includes not only 
estimating the most-likely current configuration but also the probability of 
this estimate. This means that because the current pose is a probability 
distribution rather than a single value, the robot can revise its estimate if a 
hypothesis becomes less likely when further measurements become available 
[10][P.4, Chapter 1][2][P.201, Chapter 14]. 
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The advantage of probabilistic methods is that the required accuracy of the 
sensors and robot models is greatly reduced. There is however a high com
putational cost. 

Extended Kalman filter localisation is often used in robotics. The extended 
Kalman filter is described in section 2.2.2. It requires motion and mea
surement models and a predefined map of beacons. The state of the robot 
is updated by the motion and measurement data, while the algorithm also 
keeps track of the likelihood of the estimates. 

The algorithm also has to determine which beacon in the given map an 
observation corresponds to. This can be a difficult problem if there are 
many possible answers with a similar probability. This can sometimes be 
solved by structuring the environment, such as increasing the space between 
beacons. This however has the disadvantage of decreasing the likelihood of 
observing a beacon at a particular time-step and therefore increasing robot 
pose uncertainty [10][P.215, Chapter 7]. 

A.3.2 Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) 

Simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) is the process where neither 
the robot pose nor a map of the environment is known. These both have to 
be estimated at the same time, significantly complicating the procedure. 

SLAM is done in a similar way to localisation, using the extended Kalman 
filter, but instead of only estimating the robot pose, the map is also estimated. 
As landmarks in the environment are re-observed, the estimates of their 
positions become less uncertain. The localisation part of the algorithm is 
exactly the same as in the localisation problem except instead of a fixed 
map, there is a constantly changing map of landmarks which is updated as 
new measurements are taken [8] [14] [10] [P.309, Chapter 10]. 
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B.l Introduction 

As it was a requirement that the robot be completely autonomous a fairly 
sophisticated controller was required. There are many possible controllers 
available, so a list of specifications was drawn up to aid in the controller 
selection. 

B.2 Controller Selection and Layout 

The controller requirements can be divided into two separate capabilities. 
The first requirement is the basic control of the sensors and actuators on the 
robot. This includes driving the motors and reading and storing data from 
various sensors such as wheel-speed encoders and proximity sensors. The 
second requirement is a higher level of control to perform room-mapping and 
navigation tasks.A decision had to be made as to whether these tasks should 
be controlled by a single central unit or whether the tasks should be split 
between two controllers, each suited to a specific task. 

The advantages of a single controller over two separate controllers are as fol
lows. A single controller would be simpler to implement in terms of hardware 
requirements. Having a central controller limits the amount of interfacing and 
communication required which greatly reduces the complexity of the system. 

The disadvantages of this layout however, include the increased complexity 
in programming required and finding a controller suited to both low-level, 
real-time tasks as well as more abstract computation. The increased pro
gramming complexity comes about because while the complex navigation 
and mapping algorithms are carried out, the controller must still handle the 
simple yet essential tasks such as reading sensors and driving motors. These 
tasks must be completed in real-time and so make the scheduling of tasks 
within the program extremely complex. Added to this is the fact that dif
ferent types of controllers are more suited to specific tasks. Microprocessors 
are suited to more simple tasks but can provide accurate timing very eas
ily. Embedded computers can perform more complicated and abstract tasks 
but direct interfacing with hardware becomes more problematic. Choosing 
a single controller to perform both tasks would require compromise on the 
suitability of the controller to the given tasks. 

An advantage of using two separate controllers is that they can run in parallel. 
This reduces the complexity of the required programs and timing difficulties. 
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Also, as mentioned above, specialised controllers can be chosen for the dif
ferent tasks rather than trying to use an intermediate solution which is not 
ideally suited to either task. Another advantage is that the principles of sub
sumption architecture can be implemented. Because the basic control and 
behaviour of the robot is under the control of a dedicated microprocessor, 
if the more complex higher-level controller fails, the robot can still operate 
correctly. Although some of the functionality may be reduced, the robot 
could detect the failure of the higher system and take appropriate action. 
This redundancy is very desirable for this application which requires a fairly 
robust system. 

The disadvantages of this layout are the increased cost associated with an 
additional controller although this is fairly minimal. There is also increased 
complexity in communication because the controllers have to communicate 
with each other in two directions. The low-level controller has to pass on 
sensor data to the central controller and behaviour instructions have to be 
sent back. 

For these reasons, a system consisting of a low-level micro controller to per
form the simple yet essential tasks and a higher-level embedded system to 
perform the more complicated mapping and navigation algorithms was cho
sen. 

B.3 Controller Requirements 

B.3.1 Pulse Width Modulation 

Pulse width modulation (PWM) is needed to control the speed of the motors 
driving the wheels. For this reason at least two PWM channels are required. 
There is a third motor which is used to drive the vacuum fan which may also 
need speed control to compensate for different floor surfaces. At least three 
PWM channels are therefore required for the system. 

B.3.2 Analogue to Digital Conversion 

The data from the ultrasound transducers will have to be read in using an 
analogue to digital converter. Other sensors may also require analogue to 
digital conversion 
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B.3.3 Digital to Analogue Conversion 

As it is necessary to generate a complex transmission pulse for the ultrasound 
transducers, a digital to analogue converter is required to output this signal 
(which is generated in software) to the transmitter. 

B.3.4 Minimum ADC /DAC conversion rate - 88kHz 

The maximum frequency of the ultrasound transducers is 44kHz [19]. If the 
data is to be read directly into the micro controller , the ADC must have a 
conversion rate greater than the Nyquist frequency of 88kHz (double the 
maximum frequency) [29]. This however is only a desirable feature as the 
ultrasound signal may be heterodyned to a lower frequency with external 
circuitry before being read into the microcontroller. This is also desirable for 
the the digital to analogue converter which needs to provide the transmitter 
signal at 44kHz. 

B.3.5 General Purpose Input/Output 

General purpose pins are required to read and control various sensors. An 
example of such a sensor is one which would detect sharp drop-offs or stairs 
so the robot could avoid these areas. At least one digital input pin would be 
required to read each drop-off sensor. Other sensors may also be controlled 
or read using digital input and output capabilities. 

B.3.6 Communication 

Two-way communication between the high-level controller and the micro con
troller is necessary. This means that the controllers will have to be selected 
in conjunction with each other, ensuring that they have compatible commu
nication systems. 

B.3.7 Size and Power 

To maximise the battery life of the robot, minimizing power consumption is 
essential. Using low power controllers as well as reducing the overall mass of 
the robot increases the battery life. Apart from the space constraints implicit 
in the mechanical design of the robot, it is desirable to have a controller which 
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compared to the Gumstix system. It would also have a higher cost and 
would require additional boards for sensor input and motor control. 

Two Microcontrollers 

Using two micro controllers such as the Motorola MC68HC08GT16 for the 
control system was considered. This was eliminated because a microcon
troller such as this is not ideally suited to the high-level processing tasks of 
the central controller. The code required to perform the necessary calcula
tions would be extremely complex and might require a number of micro con
trollers running in parallel. This increased complexity was undesirable and 
would make fault-finding problematic. 
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C.l Introduction 

The software running on the robot was required to perform a number of 
tasks, many virtually simultaneously. For this reason, the micro controller 
software was largely interrupt-based and so not easily described in terms 
of a linear program. In this section therefore, the different functions are 
described as separate units and details of their interaction with other units 
and the program as a whole is included. This was in fact how the program 
structure was built, with each unit being programmed and tested in isolation 
before being incorporated into the main code. 

Parts of the code are based on software written by Dave Hylands [30]. The 
I2 C and circular buffer routines in particular were largely unchanged. The 
modifications that were made to the I2C code were made in collaboration 
with Tracy Boosen, Mechanical Engineering, University of Cape Town. All 
code is included on the accompanying CD. 

C.2 Speed Control 

The initial task required for speed control is sending a PWM signal to the 
H-bridge chips. The circuitry and layout of the drive system is described in 
appendix D. A 16-bit timer with an incorporated PWM function is used to 
drive the motors. The frequency of the timer is set to 20kHz and the PWM 
duty cycle varied by changing the timer output compare register (OCR). The 
speed of the motor depends on the duty cycle of the signal to the H-bridge. 

Once the timer register has been properly initialised for PWM function, no 
further action by the program is required to provide a PWM signal. This 
function simply runs in the background and provides a constant signal no 
matter what the current processor operations. To change the speed however, 
the duty cycle of the wave has to be changed which requires editing the OCR. 
This is done inside the control loop. 

In order to control the speed of the wheels accurately, feedback is required. 
This is provided by optical encoders on the wheels, described in appendix D. 
Each encoder circuit provides a square wave with a frequency proportional 
to the wheel speed. 

A traditional method for measuring the encoder signal and relating it to 
speed is to use input capture on the microcontroller. This is a function of 
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the timer modules which allows the time between successive events (a change 
in the logic level of an input pin) to be recorded. 

Instead of using input capture, external interrupts are used to count the 
rising edges of the encoder signals. These are counted over a specified time 
determined by one of the timer modules. This allows for speed control on 
both wheels using only one timer module for encoder input and one for PWM 
generation and leaves two timers available for other purposes. 

The encoder signal is fed to an external interrupt pin which is set up to trig
ger an interrupt on each rising edge. These edges are counted and a second 
timer (8-bit) is used to provide a speed control interval. After each interval, 
the number of interrupts is recorded and from this the current speed deter
mined. The speed error is calculated and the control algorithm determines 
the required PWM duty cycle which is then written to the OCR. The direc
tion of rotation of the wheels also has to be considered and this is specified 
by a global variable. 

C.3 I2C Communication 

The Gumstix and the Roboaudiostix communicate with each other using I2C. 
This communication is initiated by the Gumstix at an interval of approxi
mately one second. At this time the Gumstix sends the required speed and 
direction for each wheel to the Roboaudiostix. The speed and direction is 
stored in a single 16-bit variable and so has to be interpretted correctly by 
the micro controller. The direction is stored in the most significant bit of the 
variable and the speed in the 15 least significant bits. This method minimises 
communication time required. The Roboaudiostix also sends the data stored 
in the circular buffer back to the Gumstix to be written to file. 

C.4 Ultrasound 

The operation of the ultrasonic sensors is controlled by two functions, a chirp 
function and an external interrupt function triggered by a received ultrasound 
signal. 

The chirp function is called by the main program and initiates the transmit
ter, waits for a specified chirp length and then switches off the transmitter. 
This is done using an 8-bit timer and an output pin. The transmitter circuit 
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is described in appendix E and requires an input from the micro controller 
to switch on and off. When the chirp function is called the timer is reset 
and the transmitter switched on. The timer is then polled until the specified 
chirp length has been reached and then the transmitter is disabled. The 
sonar reading variable is also reset in this function. 

When the sonar received interrupt is triggered, the value of the timer is 
recorded and stored in this variable. Due to noise in the receiver circuitry, 
sometimes a number of interrupts are triggered for each received signal. 
These would give false readings so have to be rejected. This is done by 
counting the number of receiver interrupts that have occurred since the chirp 
function was called. If this value is zero, the signal is valid and the sonar 
reading is recorded. If not, the data is ignored. 

The ultrasound measurement procedure is outlined in figure C.1. 

C.5 Data storage 

Because accurate timing is required for the localisation algorithm, all data 
capture has to happen at fixed intervals. A 16-bit timer is used to achieve 
this. The timer interval is set and when the timer overflow occurs, an in
terrupt is triggered. Inside this interrupt routine, a flag is set. The main 
program checks this flag and when it is set, the data capture and storage 
routines are called. At each time-step the required data is stored in a cir
cular buffer by the Roboaudiostix. This data consists of an index, the right 
wheel direction, the right wheel speed, the left wheel direction, the left wheel 
speed and the sonar reading. Because the chirp function is called at the be
ginning of each time-step to obtain an ultrasound reading, the program has 
to pause for enough time for the reflected signal to reach the receiver. This is 
done with a software loop. If a signal hasn't been received by the end of this 
pause, no ultrasound reading is recorded. After a number of time-steps this 
data is requested by the Gumstix and transferred using I2C. The Gumstix 
then writes the data to a text file to be processed at a later stage. 
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D.3 Speed Measurement 

The encoder circuit used for speed measurement is shown in figure D.2. The 
output of the encoder stage is a sinusoidal signal with a frequency propor
tional to the rotational speed of the wheel. This signal is then fed to the 
comparator stage which converts it to a square wave for input into the mi
crocontroller interrupt pin. The micro controller determines the wheel speed 
by counting the number of pulses per timing cycle. The details of this are 
outlined in section C.2 in appendix C. 

D.4 
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Figure D.2: Speed Measurement Circuit 

Proportional Control 

In this system, a proportional controller was implemented. The equation for 
proportional control is 

R(t) = k(Vdes(t) - Vact(t)) (D.l) 

where R(t) is the motor output function, Vdes(t) is the desired motor speed, 
Vact(t) is the measured motor speed and k is the constant controller gain 
[2][P.57, Chapter 4J. This procedure is illustrated in figure D.3. 

By altering k, the behaviour of the system can be manipulated to obtain 
the required response. Increasing k increases the speed of the system but 
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There is always a trade-off between system response and oscillation, and the 
optimal value for k depends on the particular system requirements. 

D.6.l Step-tests 

The step-tests were performed for varying values of k. Each test was per
formed a number of times and averages taken to minimise the effect of envi
ronmental influences which were not constant over different tests. The robot 
was driven from a stationary position up to the set speed while the speed on 
one wheel was measured and stored. This data was analysed and plotted to 
determine the effect of the k value on the system. 

Floating Point Calculations 

The fact that k could take on a fractional value, added a level of complexity 
to the software. Because the control loop runs on an 8-bit micro controller 
without a floating point calculation unit [21], special care had to be taken 
with these calculations. Fixed point arithmetic was used by multiplying the 
k value by a constant, being careful not to exceed the maximum possible size 
of a variable, performing the required control calculation and then dividing 
by the constant. 

Resolution 

The accuracy of the speed measurements was limited by the resolution of 
the speed encoders. Even at constant speed, the measurement could vary 
slightly. This varying speed value at constant speed should not be confused 
with oscillation of the system caused by the control algorithm. This means 
that even with an ideal controller and the system remaining at a constant 
speed, the graph of the wheel speed would show minor oscillation about the 
setpoint. 

Results 

The step-test results are shown below. 

For a low value of k, k = 0.5, the system response is extremely slow. As 
can be seen in figure D.4, there is a significant amount of time taken initially 
to reach the setpoint. There is however no overshoot and although it at 
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Figure D.4: Step-test with k = 0.5 
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Figure D.5: Step-test with k = 1 
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Figure D.6: Step-test with k = 2 
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Figure D.7: Step-test with k = 4 
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Figure D.8: Step-test with k = 5 
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Figure D.9: Step-test with k = 20 
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k =30 
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Figure D.lO: Step-test with k = 30 

first appears as if the system is oscillatory, this is not due to overcorrection 
by the control algorithm. On the contrary, the slow response of the system 
is the cause. This can be explained by the following example. The circled 
region shows a disturbance caused by the environment, for example a slight 
incline, causing the speed to drop well below the setpoint. The system is 
very slow to respond and get the speed back up to the setpoint. By this 
stage, the environment has again changed, now a level area or slight decline, 
and the system is unable to respond fast enough and so passes the setpoint. 
This behaviour can be seen in a number of places on the graph and is an 
indication that k is too low for this system. 

For k = 1 (figure D.5), it can be seen that the system response is faster but 
still does not overshoot the setpoint. The system does take a fair amount 
of time to respond to disturbances especially when the speed is below the 
setpoint. This is demonstrated by the circled area. 

Figure D.6 shows the result for k = 2. This response was faster as expected 
but still showed no overshoot. 

For higher values of k, k = 4 (figure D.7) and k = 5 (figure D.8), the 
system response is greatly increased. There is however overshoot initially and 
some degree of oscillation although this is minor compared to the inherent 
resolution limitations of the speed encoders. 

With k increased as high as 20 (figure D.9) and 30 (figure D.lO), it is clear 
that the system has become unstable and oscillatory. The system overshoots 
the setpoint and oscillates indefinitely, never settling around the required 
value. This is as expected and indicates that these values are too high. 
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D.6.2 Conclusions 

As explained above, choosing an appropriate k value is a trade-off between 
speed of system response and stability and lack of overshoot. Therefore, the 
requirements for the particular system must be decided on before the optimal 
value can be selected. 

For this system, extremely accurate speed control was not required as long 
as the actual speed at any given time was recorded for use by the localisation 
algorithm. A controller gain value of k = 2 was chosen because it provided 
an adequate speed of response while limiting overshoot and oscillation. 

Proportional control was sufficient for the requirements of this system. Be
cause extreme accuracy was not required, a more complex control algorithm 
such as PI or PID was deemed unnecessary. This could however easily be 
added if it is required at a later stage. 
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E.1 Transducer Selection 

For the robot to create a map of and then navigate within its environment, an 
efficient sensing system was required. Detecting objects at a distance was an 
important requirement for this system. This would allow the robot to decide 
on the best course of action, taking into account a number of obstacles and 
also to build up a map of their locations. 

A number of remote sensing methods were considered for this application. 
Infrared sensors could be used to detect distant objects. The difficulty with 
this method however is that if the ambient light varies within the environ
ment, the sensor would have to compensate for this. This is possible but 
makes the system more complex. 

Laser sensors are traditionally used for environment mapping. These are 
costly and as the ultimate goal of this project is the design of a low-cost 
robot, they are not suitable for this application. 

Cameras could also be used to detect objects and build an environment map. 
This however requires large amounts of sophisticated programming and signal 
processing to interpret the received images. 

Ultrasonic sensors were ideal for the task as they are relatively low-cost, 
have a suitable range and should not be affected by noise in the environment 
because they operate in a narrow bandwidth outside the audible range. 

E.2 Overview 

In order to provide observation data for the localisation algorithm, a time
of-flight ultrasound system was implemented. This system is illustrated in 
figure E.l. 

These sensors were designed to detect the presence of an object and calculate 
its range. The transducers used in this system did not have the accuracy re
quired to implement a bearing measurement system but a possible method is 
discussed in "Mobile Robot Sonar for Target Localization and Classification" 
[31]. The object was just assumed to be directly in front of the transducer al
though in reality it could lie anywhere within a 50° arc around this point. The 
results of the testing however, demonstrated that localisation was possible 
without an accurate bearing measurement. 
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Figure E.3: Oscillator Circuit 

E.3.2 Receiver Amplifier 
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Figure EA: Receiver Amplifier Circuit 

Figure EA shows the receiver amplifier circuit. As the frequency was fairly 
high, high slew-rate opamps were required. The circuit had a gain of 100 
and the output was a 40kHz sine wave. 
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E.3.3 Peak-level Detector 

In order to determine if a target was present, it was necessary to compare the 
received signal to a reference. For this reason, a DC voltage was required. 
A peak-level detector was used to convert the received AC signal to a DC 
signal. 

The frequency response was set so that the 40kHz peaks were not followed 
and the signal was effectively smoothed. The frequency was chosen to provide 
adequate smoothing with a sufficiently fast response time. 

INPUT FROM 
AMPLIFIER 

100K 

22K 

Figure E.5: Peak Level Detector Circuit 

OUTPUT TO 
COMPARATOR 

Figure E.5 shows the circuit diagram. High slew-rate opamps were again 
required. 

E.3.4 Comparator 

The comparator compared the output from the peak-level detector to a ref
erence voltage. This reference voltage needed to be low enough to trigger as 
fast as possible after the signal was received to avoid timing errors, yet high 
enough to prevent false returns due to noise. This value was determined ex
perimentally. During initial tests, a number of false triggers occurred. This 
was found to be due to the shallow gradient near the reference voltage level 
as the signal decayed. This error was rectified by adding hysteresis to the 
circuit as shown in figure E.6. 
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Figure E.6: Comparator with Hysteresis 

E.3.5 Roboaudiostix Microcontroller 

The Roboaudiostix had two functions in this system. On the transmitter side, 
it controlled the length of the chirp. The chirp function was called by the 
main routine at the beginning of each measurement cycle. The Roboaudiostix 
reset a timer and set the oscillator reset pin low. When the chirp time had 
elapsed, the oscillator reset pin was set high to end the chirp. 

If a signal was received, the comparator output went low. This negative 
edge triggered an external interrupt on the Roboaudiostix. The timer was 
then read and the time of flight recorded. The details of this software are 
discussed in section C.4 in appendix C. 
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F.1 Introduction 

In order to use a Kalman filter for localisation and mapping, a process model 
for the robot is required. This must be able to predict the future state of 
the robot, given the current state and control inputs. This prediction is then 
combined with sensor information to obtain an estimate for the actual robot 
state. 

F.2 Model Derivation 

The state of the robot is defined by its location and orientation. This is 

described by a state vector, X, [i] 
where x and yare the co-ordinates of the centroid and () is the angle of the 
line joining the left and right wheels with respect to the x-axis. The centroid 
in this case is defined as the centre point of a straight line joining the left 
and right wheels. This vehicle model is illustrated in figure F.l. 

X State Vector 
x x Position of Centroid 
y y Position of Centroid 
() Orientation Angle 
~T Length of Timestep 
R Rotation Matrix 
WL Left Wheel Position Vector 
WR Right Wheel Position Vector 
WL Left Wheel Rotational Velocity 
WR Right Wheel Rotation Velocity 
B Distance between Left and Right Wheels 
r Wheel Radius 

Table F.1: List of Symbols 

The requirement is to find an equation for the centroid and orientation angle 
at the current time in terms of the previous centroid and orientation angle 
and the current control input, the rotational velocity of the left and right 
wheels. 
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F .2.2 Derivation 

The wheel positions are determined from the current centroid and orienta
tion. Initially the robot centroid is placed at the origin with B = 0. The 
positions of the wheels are therefore, 

WL = [-OO·5B] 

A rotation matrix based on the current orientation is calculated. 

R = [cos B(k - 1) - sin B(k - 1)] 
sin B(k - 1) cos e(k - 1) 

The wheel positions are then rotated by the current e and the centroid vector 
added to determine the current wheel positions. This process is illustrated 
in figure F.2. 

WL = R [-O.5B] + [x] ° Y C(k-l) 

(F.1) 

WR = R [O.5B] + [x] ° Y C(k-l) 

(F.2) 

From the wheel positions at k - 1, the wheels move independently, with 
velocity, V = wr, the control input for the current timestep. The velocity is 
multiplied by the timestep to get the distance moved. This is transformed 
into the direction of vehicle motion and added to the wheel position. 

WL(k) = R [-O.5B] + [x] + VL~T [- sin B(k - 1)] (F.3) ° Y C(k-l) cos e(k - 1) 

WR(k) = R [O.5B] + [x] + VR~T [-sinB(k -1)] (F.4) ° Y C(k-l) cos B(k - 1) 
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From these new wheel positions, the centroid at time k is calculated. 

[x] = WL + WR 

Y C(k) 2 

= 0.5 ( R ([ -005B] + [O~B]) + 2 [~] Clk-I) 

+ [~~~nB~kk_-1~)] ~T(VL + VR)) 

_ [X(k - 1) - O.5(VL + VR) sin O(k - l)~T] 
- y(k -1) + O.5(VL + VR) cosB(k - 1)~T 

B (k) is determined from 

O(k) = O(k - 1) + ~B 

where ~O is the change in angle. 

VR - VL B(k) = B(k - 1) + arctan(( B )~T) 

For small x, arctan(x) ~ x, so with ~T sufficiently small, 

(F.5) 

(F.6) 

(F.7) 

(F.8) 

The final process model for the robot from state X (k - 1) to X (k) given 
information up to k - 1 and under control inputs, VL and VR is 

~(klk - 1) = y(k - 11k - ~) + l~T(VL(k) + VR(k)) cosB(k - 1) 
[

X(klk - 1)] [X(k - 11k - 1) - l~T(VL(k) + VR(k)) sinB(k - 1)] 

B(klk - 1) B(k - 11k - 1) + VR~VL ~T 
(F.9) 

The extended Kalman filter also requires the calculation of the Jacobian 
of the process model. The Jacobian is a matrix of all first-order partial 
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derivatives of a vector-valued function [34]. It is used to linearise the function 
around the current state. This is discussed in section 2.2.2 on page 7. 

In this case, the Jacobian at x(k) = x(k - 11k - 1) 

(F.10) 

where fx(k) is the process model described above. 
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G.1 Introduction 

The final ultrasound system will consist of many ultrasonic transducers, sup
porting circuitry and an interface to a controller using analogue to digital 
converters. It was desirable to be able to test the performance of the trans
ducers and the optimum setup of the system without all these components 
in place. These tests could be used to determine which parts of the system 
were suited to analogue processing and to what extent digital methods would 
be preferable. MATLAB was chosen to perform the signal processing and 
determine which digital methods would be valuable in the final system. The 
chosen methods could later be efficiently written into the controller program. 
The generation of the transmission signal was also performed in MATLAB 
and the onboard PC soundcard was used to input and output the data. 

Because the maximum sample rate of the sound card was only 44100 samples 
per second, it was unable to produce or receive the required 40kHz of the 
transducer. The output signal was therefore produced at 10kHz and up
mixed using an analogue multiplier to produce the required frequency. This 
process was also performed on the received signal to return to the 10kHz 
which was then read into the sound card. 

Figure G.1 shows the system layout. 

G.2 

PC 
(MATLAB) 50kHz 

Figure G.1: Block Diagram of System Layout 

Transmission Pulse Design 

Object 

For time-of-flight sonar with monotonic transmitted pulses, the range reso
lution depends on the length of the transmitted pulse [35]. If two targets 
have a separation distance which is less than this length they cannot be 
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distinguished. Making the pulse shorter will improve this problem but will 
also reduce the maximum range of the sensor. Fortunately, the range resolu
tion does not actually depend on the length of the pulse, but rather on the 
time-bandwidth product. For simple pulses, shortening the pulse increases 
the bandwidth leading to improved resolution. However, if the pulse can 
be designed in such a way that the bandwidth is high, the duration can be 
longer and therefore have good resolution and maximum range. Range infor
mation can be extracted from long, high-bandwidth pulses using the pulse 
compression technique [35], [36]. 

There are many methods for increasing the bandwidth of a signal, such as 
binary phase coding and frequency modulation. As it was desirable to have 
increased range resolution while maintaining an acceptable maximum range, 
three of these methods were investigated. 

G.3 Frequency Modulation (Chirp) 

A chirp signal was chosen as a starting point for the testing of the ultrasound 
system as they are commonly used in sonar and radar and because it is a 
simple way to utilize the bandwidth of the transducer. A chirp is a frequency 
modulated signal and can also be generated using analogue circuitry which 
was a possibility for the final system. 

The chirp signal was generated in MATLAB. This signal had a linear fre
quency modulation, a centre frequency of 10kHz, a bandwidth of 4kHz and 
a duration of 1ms. The centre frequency and bandwidth are determined by 
the transducer itself while the duration can be varied. 

Figure G.2 below shows the transmitted chirp signal. 

G.3.1 Simulation of Return Signal 

Before the testing of the system was conducted, a simulation was performed. 
In this simulation, the likely return signal was generated and this used to test 
the signal processing procedures and for later comparison with the actual 
received signal. This signal is shown for simulated targets at a distance of 
O.5m and 1m in figure G.3 below. The signal which would be received directly 
from the transmitter is not included. 
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G.3.2 Matched Filter 

The simulation above shows an ideal return signal. This however is not likely 
in reality. There will be added noise and reflections from objects will not be 
so clearly defined. A technique for eliminating noise in received signals (i.e. 
maximizing the signal to noise ratio) is applying a matched filter. This is 
the process of searching a received signal for similarities to the transmitted 
signal by determining the correlation of the signals [35]. 

Figure G.4 below shows the return signal as above with the matched filter 
applied. 

40 

30 

20 

10 

~ 0 ... tL 
Ir 

-10 

-20 

-30 

-40 

-500'---o...l..5---'--...J.1.5=---~2 ---:-'2.'=""5 ----=-3----=-3.'="5--'4 

Distance to Object (m) 

Figure G.4: Simulated Return Signal with Matched Filter Applied 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the matched filter, Gaussian noise was 
added to the simulated return signal. The filter was then applied to this and 
the result plotted. The target information (obscured with added noise) is 
clearly shown once the filter has been applied. 

The figures below show how applying a matched filter to a received signal 
with added Gaussian noise can increase the signal to noise ratio. Figure 
G.5(a) shows the simulated return above with Gaussian noise added and 
figure G.5(b) shows the signal once the matched filter has been applied. The 
original signal can clearly be seen and the reflections detected. 
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Figure G.5: Noise Rejection of Matched Filter 

G.3.3 Testing 

To test the actual performance of the system, the chirp pulse was transmitted 
and then the return signal fed into the soundcard as described above. This 
was repeated with objects at varying distances from the receiver. 

G.3.4 Results 

Figure G.6 shows the results of these tests before any signal processing was 
performed. The initial transmitted chirp can be seen in all the signals and was 
used to compensate for any delays caused by the soundcard and MATLAB 
allowing the system to be calibrated. In figure G. 6 (b), the initial chirp and 
the reflected signal overlap. This is expected as with the chosen chirp length, 
the minimum range was 170mm to avoid overlap. 

In the graphs above, it is clear where the return signals occur. In practice, the 
signals may have higher levels of noise which obscure this. It was necessary 
to determine whether applying a matched filter to an actual received signal 
would improve the signal to noise ratio as demonstrated in the simulation. 

Figure G. 7 shows the performance of a matched filter on a noisy return signal. 
The return signal from an object at 500mm can be easily detected once the 
filter has been applied. 
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G.4 Eliminating Crosstalk 

The methods discussed above are successful at eliminating white Gaussian 
noise [37] present in the received signal. This is because the additive white 
Gaussian noise is uncorrelated with the received signal. In this system how
ever, it would be advantageous to be able to filter out noise from other sonar 
transducers transmitting at the same time. These could be from other trans
ducers on the robot itself or from other robots operating in the same area. 
This problem of similar transducer's interfering with each other is known 
as crosstalk. The most common methods of preventing this interference are 
time division and frequency division but these were not suitable for this ap
plication. 

Time division is simply ensuring that each transducer operates in turn, 
not transmitting while another is operating. This method has two disadvan
tages, the first being the considerable delay while allowing other transducers 
to operate. Another consideration is if there were multiple robots operating 
in an area, their sensors would have to be co-ordinated which would be ex
tremely problematic due to the added system complexity and communication 
required. 

Frequency division is operating the transducers at different frequencies. 
These must have enough separation to avoid interference. This therefore, 
requires high-bandwidth transducers which are costly and can require more 
computing power. 

It would be ideal if the transducers could operate at the same time and in the 
same frequency band while being able to eliminate crosstalk. This is possible 
if each transmitter puts out a unique signal which can be extracted from 
the noisy return. The process of searching for similarities to a known signal 
in another signal is cross-correlation. The cross-correlation is high if the 
signals are similar and low if not. Autocorrelation is the cross-correlation 
of a signal with itself. As long as the various transmitted signals have a 
low cross-correlation with all the other signals and a high auto-correlation, 
the individual returns will be discernible. This technique is widely used in 
communications, allowing many signals to share the same transmission line 
without interfering with each other [35], [38]. 

Various methods of generating unique signals were considered. These are 
discussed below. 
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G.4.1 Phase Modulation using Walsh Codes 

Phase modulation is one method of encoding the transmitted signal. The 
phase in each signal is modulated in such a way that any two signals do not 
correlate well with one another. The phase modulation is determined by a 
unique code which is assigned to each transmitter. If the codes used are 
orthogonal (their inner-product is zero), the signal will have an extremely 
low correlation with any other transmitted signals and any false returns will 
look like noise [35]. 

Walsh codes [39] are sets of orthogonal mathematical codes used in telecom
munications to identify particular communication channels [38]. Although 
in direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) telecommunication, the signal 
being sent is digital, the codes can also be used to encode an analogue signal 
by modulating the phase of the signal depending on the code digit. This was 
done as follows: 

Transmit = cos(2nIOt + n /2 x We) 

where Wc is the relevent Walsh code, fO is the centre frequency and t is the 
timestep. 

Each digit in the Walsh code is either positive or negative one, so this equa
tion gives a maximum phase shift for each change in the code digit. 

Testing 

16-bit Walsh codes were chosen and the transmission signals encoded using 
two different codes by the method described above. These signals are shown 
in figure C.8 below where the phase modulation caused by the encoding can 
be seen. 

Figure C.9 shows the auto- and cross-correlation of two transmitter signals 
encoded with Walsh codes. The blue shows the auto-correlation which has 
a clearly defined spike indicating that the signals correlate well. The red 
shows the cross-correlation with another Walsh coded signal. As expected, 
these have a low cross-correlation with the maximum being approximately 
five times lower than the auto-correlation maximum. This should allow the 
two signals to be easily distinguishable. 
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HCl>ults 

Fig,,,., G.10 ~h",,·, Ilt~· ~ r~lllr" _igual whi"h I"," hl"<"H evnd"tc;l widl lile' 
I r~Lhlllil I L<:1 bigllai ~1lr1 ",it h ,jllul h~r jllC'()ITl'(! 'J gll"] Thi~ ~"rrd"l ion ~ro(<..'

ci"I~ WiI" ~"'TH,,;ful ~,t:h~ 1,Iup ,],("'-,. tlw, OHeC!. ~i)';,,;]l while th~ rM wlriel> 
j, tlw inrorr"d .i);rmi h;~, Imwr ~nHi/,v And Io()h lik~ noi"",. 'Thp nhit'n 
wn...-.Ti,-", qll I,. L'lPArly iclentifiet1 . T. :JOOmm 

o~~~~~- , -

, 

To tl'.,t whr~hH lhis l!ll'lho<l would w0rk with illll'rfenug ,i~nal" rI:llmlO 
[rom lwo Jlll'feul !r"'",l!J.i!t~U "i~Il."I, w~r~ ,vlcied V'6"tlt~I" Thl' (XlIT~1atlOU 
()]J~rati()]), ,wre- IliPIl pc-rfpnueci <J1I the, eoml);neci ~i:J;nalm an "ltelILp! to 

i . ....,l~l~ th~ indi\iclllAI r~tmL1" 

Fi'Jlrl' G.l1 ~h()w, il1 ... twn diff~"""t si";llal, m;cd rn n~"te lh. "pm/lill"-u 
Sii/,lIAl "I h ~ corrr\AT'kl1l ,"'th Tl .... <Y>rr.-<'t .ignal is .hown in hh]~ \\'ltil~ lh~ 
inrofrt"<'.1 on~ is shown in rt,L Thl' disl"L>tn til ",hi,,]' lh" Ohjl":'!' w~'rt' 

pno;.;liOlll<:1 call be' e:i<'Hri,' ~l"'])" 

l'i~"rc G 12 ,\inw" 11K' ('<-lJllr, ' !lC-d "guaJ. The !UTg,l. UR' ]1'" tli'lillgni,b'lI J It· 
nUl' I" i]j\~r[''I"t'llc.l' fru,u "uu.ilidillg \mwmjl.ld~, TIl!' "i~ml w,'" lOIre,hul'u 
wit.h eac.b t.ransmitT~d HI!;I",l!.n nht"ill the fnllmvini', rrsnh. 

AI' I 'I -:-' I) I X G TK\.\::,i l lCC'I::H IN-I EH~I::HE\CE (;-12 

HCl',ults 

l'igl1H' G.10 ~h",,·, tit" ~ r~ll1f11 _igual whi"h I"., hl"<"H evnd"jc;i widl tile' 
\ r~lbJjJit 1 L<:1 bigml1 ~1lr1 ",i1 h ,11l<Ji h~, illC'()IT(<: t "gmti Thi~ ~"rrd"l ion ~ro(<..'

dllI~ WiI" ~"'To,,;ful a, t:h~ 1,Iuc ']'0"'- tlw, (JIroe! ~i!',Jl;]1 while th~ rM wbieh 
i, tlw inroIT",,1 "i);,,~l hL" Imwr ~nHiI:''' and Io<lh lik~ lin;"",. 'Thp nhit"n 
r~:n('<.I;O" qll 'w L'.lpxr'y icle"tine,' .1. :JOOmm 

o~~~~~- , -

I , 
, 

To t('.,t whr~hH thi$ J!ll'lho<l wo"ld w0rk with illlt'r[cnu~ ,i~nal", n:llml> 
[rom lwo J,!I(,I'cul tr"'lliuutkd ,i~u"l, w~r~ ."udl,d v'6"th~I" Thl' (-()rr~1atlOu 
()]J~rati()]), ,wre- lilen pc-rfprmed 011 the ""ml)irwd ~i:J;nBlll\ an "ltellLp! to 
i . .....,I~I~ Ilw indi\icl"al r~tm"" 

Fibllrl' G.11 ~h,-,w, n ... twn diff~,...nt ,i,.;""I, m;cd Tn ere,,!e the "pmJ,il1'"'u 
Si,,)l~1 "I h~ CnrrdA1'kl1l ,nth TI .... <Y>rr.-<'t "igllJI is "how" ill hh]~ \\'ltil~ lh~ 
inNlfr"".t ()n~ is shown i" 1"<.'1. Thl' di'1,\L\tn at ",hi,,]' 1he' ohjl'd' Wl'I"<.' 
pnsjtiOlll<:1 <:JlJ be' e:i<'Hri,· ~l"'])" 

l'i~llr,-, G 12 ,hn ..... " 11K' ,'umbllll<:1 "guaJ. Tl", ltiTgc1" ":rI: ]lvl ui'lillgni,b'lIJIt
clll~ Iv i]j\~rf,'I"t'IlC-l' f,v!u {;uu.ihdillg tmn'!lul.kr~, 'TIll' "i~lldl W"" ,orTl,hll'U 
wit.h eac.h t.ransmit1~d HI);""I t.o oht,,;n th,' followi,,1', T"('~llh. 

,.1.1' 1'1";"' 1) 1); G TK\.\::; llCC'I::R IN'IElnI::HE\CE. (;-12 
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W"-~ how~\'er Hl('U\'eteJ frolll th~ nub,1 mm\,;lleJ ~i;;Ilaj Thi, dC!llOIJ.:<tml(>/ 

(hal the Walsh ('U(l~ el[e~\h~')y icklllih<~1 thl' ['-'lllin"\ "igJlal, a"d m8d~ th~ 
sy,t"!l1 illlIllmW In illwrh'IC",'(' [rom mn\tip\F Ir"nsilu~~," 

GA.2 Pseudo-Noise Signals 

,\"ot11< 'r met 1,()(] nf ;>;mwrat in l': ~ uni 'lUP t ransmibsion "ignal i, tt) "se a flU'ude>

no;"" si8,naL I'his i" W\'Prp a l:>ilWJ-lilluteJ tandfJlU si!;llal is lloed ,0 j,\,,"tlfv 
a ]>3.ttiu!ial tl'afl>,rnittfl • .1,8 Iml!': a.. (he variuu:< lnlll"!llilllT signals lin,"" 
a low {'roo<>rmrrd"tHJu, they (',Ul I)p 1\niqll~h' idputified Good ('f>lrp\:lJ.i0ll 
propert"'" haw to h<' df'tArmillf'(] f!X)1ATimp"tal lv,,~ therp iI, no u('(erministit, 
In<'(\1()i\ for g~n~rat;ng h\fl Ji,eJ i€llg lh ranUfJlll6i:.;n,m, wil.h" low cnrrdalioI! 

[4I)J, 

P~"udrJ-uoisc "i)',l!!JI, were g~nf'1""t,<'<l 1).1\<1 tl ,P;r mrrp]"t if>1l lPSlPu. "l ..... o wilh 
" low ","r~" ,-,'orT"f'lation w .. rp d'fl&ll as th~ tmll~llJ.i\\~r JJlIb~.:< ami ,,:;,,<1 to 
"t t ~mpt h , iupnl..i{Y obj"'-'lS >J.l \'ar."iu~ <li,.au(;<,,", 

R esult s 

Figur"" G.I ~, (;.15 aud G.16 :;h ow ,he ('OITdnt,,<1 si)';llUls t,lr ohi"'!" I).t ""r,,~llg 
di~tmj('''", Tl", hI"e "IH1W" tl,P cmr .. l"t;on ,,~,h lh~ t.r""smll1~d ",gila! whi! .. 
th .. ",d "h",V!, tl'" ('<lrrpiw.irm ",;th t<ll illl'Unecl sigual. The targ,N~ Un! .,~ 
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lilli,""I,il:.- of ('''P'' Tow" 
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\ 
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, 
" " .. 

w"-~ huw~\er 1'e<'(j\'eteJ fwm th~ Ilub,1 mmhilleJ "i"l1al Thi, dC!llOIl:<tml(>j 
(hal \h~ Walsh ('U(l~ el[e~\h~']y icklll ih(~l thl' "-'l11ir('.] "igllal, aud 1118d~ Ih ~ 
sy,t"!ll illlIll1llW In illWlh'lc,,<'(' lrom mnltipl~ Ir"nsil\lC~," 

GA.2 PseIHio-Noise Signals 

,\llotlH'r lllM 1'0(] nf ,.;mwral in,.; ~ \lni'1U~ t r~mmibsinn "ign~l io tt) uBe a f-lU'ude>
noi"" sign'll. I'hi s i" wll~rp a ]:>illld-linuteJ tandrJ!ll si!;llal is lloed ,0 i(\"utlfv 
~ vattiullat transmit-wI .-\8 Iml!': a.. lIlC vario\l.j tnlll"!lIill(T "ii\mti" have 
a luI" {'roo<>rmrrd"tlt)u. tlICV (',Ul I)p 1\niq1\~h- ldputififfi Good ('(}tr~l :lJ.ioll 

propelt"'" haw to h<' df'tArlllillR<i f!X)1Al"impntalh- ~~ thpr~ iI, no dr:\PrtJuliiSlit, 
lni'\l1()i] ror g~n~ratillg hlo Ji,eJ ]Plrglh randfJlll ~i:';ll,m, wil.h" lnw ",nldalio!! 
[41)] , 

P~"udrJ--llnis" "i)',lllli, wer" gPn<'1'At,(>(j I).nd t l,P;r mrrpl~t i on IPS\'pu. "l Wo wilh 
" low ","r~" ,-,'orrf'lMion "w~ d'fl&n a~ th~ tm]j~lIu\\~r J"'j,p.:< ami "",,,I to 
"t t ~mpt h , iupmi{Y obj.,.,'lS >J.l \'1\l-,\'ill~ diolan",,'», 

Result s 

Figur"" G.1 ~, (;_15 and G.16 "h"", lht' ('OITciut"" "i"I1Ul" t,lr ohi"'!" I).t vlln~llg 
di~tmlt'('"' Tl", hi"" "how" tlw corr~l~t;on "i,h th~ tr""8mi,t~d "';gnal whilf 
th~ ",d "how" tlw rorrp]w,icm ",;th t<ll inl'un-eel sigllal. The targ,N~ Ull1 b~ 
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G.5 Conclusions 

Encoding each transmission signal using Walsh codes to determine the phase 
modulation was found to be the most effective method of eliminating crosstalk 
and improving range resolution in this sonar system. Although they do not 
give the best performance for range resolution (as with Barker codes), they 
are a good compromise between good cross-correlation properties and suffi
cient resolution. 

The bandwidth of the transducers proved to be a limiting factor in imple
menting the pseudo-noise pulses. Because of this limited bandwidth it was 
necessary to intentionally generate signals with low-cross correlation in order 
to eliminate crosstalk. 
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, Introduction 
~ ]0"""", 'I''''" ~:>; "q"i"d ,fT." ", .. ,Id .n.,,, • 
""Illh" ,.{ '''''lI ,,"""', ,ol,,,!<- ,,, lind "",1 I)"", 
"",",,>=1, ,,,II,,,, II",i, hu",., --,,,,,,,,,,- ~rirt "",I 
(,I'S ""',] "I",'n, "<,, '''''''h,,' i"i",II), how"", 
,]>',- .. " "'._~,,d '" I.""i''''''' t>..~""", II>..' 
""",u,,,,,,,,' "I' -.. M,~ ,," ~I,~ ""I ,,,-,,,, ''''y.' 
dill""""" ",,,-,u,,. 'I;- i, ,,'" ,,~I <11 .. "" < ""l\~ lhe,,' 
"cr"iq\lot~ \1"" «,",-,"1;',",1 ,im .' _"I_!1i"", 
1<ciT1iqU'" ~,,< ,k",,-~, I ,,, I", m,", ,,,",,,",_ ~''"~ .. 
""""',,,,"", ",,)oj ,i_ '" ufl<kr"l.<n ,~'"~ 
,1:nJ".1 pllh<J ul""",-_,nJ.", "-"",' "j),·."i""l,- """10 
, "''''''''' ,b, 'r""mi1l,J '" oi<cl'l"-,,,,""Ii, ,...1 ,n 
"",u,Li< ,ig"',r > i,"" , .~, .. ",~Il-' .",1 ,"'," m.-",,,,'"~ 
Ill< di Il,~"" i" ,I" "" i,"1 lim". " I«)""'f~' ,,,, ,,n 
'" I I "" di 11'"""" "I' ,.,.i v,,1 r Inc ) A) 

Th< ""in ,.,,""',.., "f ,hi, ""thud ;, tho, _, .,,""" 
110" 1',,,, oh'~ 'm" I:OC'" ,i~",.1 I" ''''', • U\liq'", III 
""k ,,~,,~ ""II IJ ,cIc,",ir) " '1"""1'", "'",,,, ,<> • 
'1'""-,, ,",-, i,-" TTX)A ')""',,-,, ha" too.'n 
ci<,,"p.>J f,~ i",h~ luc.li,,,,, ,,, ,,,"c" 11'0< pa;t 
",,,,.J., The" i",'I",k I~' ,,,II "","n MIT (:'i"'<1 
III """ ""''''' ,,'I>:.~ ['JI,,-,J ,),>cm> I~, 'I- I",,,,, "i', m,,rtipo'" ""I ""o<",k in""(,,'[01'''' have ""I"d 
in 11" u'" "I' >p=I _ 'I",,~"m Irci>-."f.'" 14, II 
",ifrull) P',,,,,'c.,,1 r.~ """'" ",",i"~ in '0""" lo~ 0' 
"'''f,"'nI',I "p!"o,,,), Ill, 

l"iti.1 "I"rim<n" ",-" rClld,,"'J "'iog RI "">.luI,, 
,,,, i'111<d r" k"lm ''''') H",,",,, it '"'' ti", .... J 
'"" """,, "f,oc"" "',,' """'-~11; :.1 i>m'"'I:n1 
,",i~'" P-',l0d "t..-CO" tho: ""'''"''''01) "f Ih. 
<I-.'n'l'"d ,i~",,1 .IId it> ,,1,c,'~i<d<.''''''J'' """"l" 
tl'l<m un_uiulli< '01 tl>< "~,""","""nL "r ,,.,.i, ,I "". 
d,ff",",,'c; oj I,,, 11",,, Ilm' ,,,,-,iro1 h , _'''' 
'\1""\\U1\\ r,"'~' 

A ,i,N< ~1 1<,n>',,-' II, I~" r~'N ,m "', ,11",-,.,.,·" n 
I- i g ill' I i' di"",«J ,n ,!>" 1'"111,,, i "i! ><0'",,_ 

, Operational Principles 

In . I"'", ,,, i,-< ,nJ "f'I"n' .. '~ ''''i'~'', Ie'~"""" 
o<,of' ,,,ulJ.,,I inb",d "',,"", '''nI",I fT..""'" """ 
i"'r"'" ~llLd ,,, pmj"," , "ni" ",,"',,"""""', ') '''.,\1 
~hh ... ,,,1., '" r"TI.",-, 

• 'Th.' k'",-o" t '""~"\1i" • ~l()" I"'JI>< ,It' IR 
li~,' ''''~ • """""~"' of %(1\\,\1 ,.,-,,11 
\1H,'uI .... ~I"' ,~~ Ilr 

• II t''" "'""";.,. ~"" 00'" ofult","0!>"od., 
• r",quen" of Jl,lHT 

• 1"'-' ,,-cot-co detee" tho IK ['J1>e_ ~h,m L<\ 
,II i\ltcm' is ;""'~U"""ti, "'I~""d ".,,,1) .,\",,,,,,,<1< b: toc 'I",,-c, """-",;, 1,"1", 

• Ik,-""", LI" '1'«0 d- ~.""J i> ",,,,,,,""1) 
,"",,,,111 {,,,"u, .14',"'>1 .rn ,i,m. il i, """ 

'" """""" 'h" b ... d,Il,",J)C,_ .n_ I'm" 
~ hid! 11>< " ",", "., h< ",I,,,I>fi,l 

• i""" I, r("",,~ ,li.W"··' 0""'" "-,,,,", oh('''i"~ 
,I>., ""10< mc",,,,,,,,'~nt "'c,"i'l-" 

T"" ",;.,i,,, ""~I< of 111< be"",\\ ",,111 "'rc<1 to 11'0< 
·,,,,i'C-, ;, d.~,,,,,I'>cd II!;n~ • ,,,i>l",\\ of U", 
"""-"",i(,,,,1 ""r'ilu,,", """'port",n moro~ul', 

'''-'''"''1''' ,I"dop;:d JJri"8 \\'\\1 1 to, ".d:iIl2 
ir""it "''''~ ' ..... 1' IS_"I Ihcu1-h thi<. I"'c,-"" i, 

""-"'I} ""plied ,,,iTt ; ,''c'''''r"_~,,,,tic 'ign~' , 
n\lmb" 01 ",,,,>ti, _h""IK'" .. ,' I:oc<o m..x I In 
I )1_ ,,-,<" it, U', ,. on ,i,j t" tlk hi ind h'" "",n ~ui .. 
''''<L~,,'ul 
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11;0 o,;oro-,,,,>1,,,II,, ,,0.., Jri,,' ,,," uH"",,",. 
t,,,,,,d,,,,,, ' l .!!;"Il, t'>,-' '''I>h "",ell,,,!, L" 'n,i,"~, 

an~ "<P_"I' """,r""",,, ,,, P'",i;j, ,,,.h "ith • 
!f"rr ' i ~',,,,,1 ",hicJ. " ,h" i, O1,,,i,,,,n, """,I ,~i" 
I"" 1',,,00 ,I>< ;""'01."' ,,111., ","""n;" ,h" wn:n 
I 'p ,r' _', i' "'")-." ,""" 'hot L~" ""n".j,m", "" """I 
,,, "i<k" t"" ""im,,,h '''''''~, ,,, "",,,., ,",I ,'" 
I'",,,,, "ill h< ""'0 h)' ,he "";w "'0;' i r i, i , >I' lin 

'''I:~ 

~ , j';ok I HI. "'. -,ho"" '" ,", ... """m";', """ "" 
i,", I ",~', 1 ;f",'"",",,,,) ",I """,",1 h, ",>Of [<'r;",d 
,',",< "'ry' ;",,,,1 "' '" :0 ,,,1;'4' ,ho, ,"-.. t.:Wln " 

'" i "ho.1 "" .",1 ""'" "'~, 

"-'J..~-,,- ~. 

T T" 

f l". " s: e,,,,;, ,Ii .. """ ",."'",,,,,, 
In mi, rmto1,p" t"-. "V "W') 'I" ,,£,I.1ctl .1,,,,, ", 
~v ",in, . 1""", ,,,-"law Ih,' i, "",moO"", ""J i\;, 
fl'"ol",,,d " .. t • ,,,,,,Ii IX:'I)(, «"""te, '"",!d he 
u;.cJ to in'[<m'e the oottcr:-- '''0 

1 i,'''''" ,t. .. " ,II< ")"'" ~',~ ,'" he"."", '"n~I",;,,, 
I, ~ iml""""' ,1><, ,II< IR I.I'f), ,,,I ,'" nne-'m;' 
r,.n;J,.,,,, I" "'1,, '",,-,1 ill ,,,-, """","",, pi",,,, 1Q 

'"'f"''' 'n ~,,1u- '''''''.''_ I, " . I ~. ;m"~'~l' '"''' ,,,, 
I ~ " \ 'too"",,;., r '"" d" '-'" )-." "." '" ", I "11< >I ho.", ,", 
0[1><,_ "' d" .. ''''I.' LI"" "' .. ~,ih1< II. ",I,,,,, ,'" 
magn",';" ,,'-,11< "","''" k"in~ 

~" .. .-. ...... ""'K _ _ 

F;~"'" " ' I.>.)"'", nl 0.11:"" tr:,,,,,)x,,, 
~, ,hi< ""-P' 'll< I",",,," " ill ,,,,,,,,Ie ,,",N) r", ""'"' 
" hc.", '''"~ "n< 9\' "!!"" ',,,, ""'",,'_ Thi, ,,'·;'-"1 
l'looid 1,< ,Jo"I,Ie<l " '" ,n;,,..,,, rx"'nr ."",'",,-,, 
"I,.",d 'Il< l i=u ":2"1",,, 

3,2 Receiver 

1"-.' "<:C,,'OO rn<np""'" ~ l"i' "I' UIt"M"~' 
"'",ocrer, ""I,lil1..;I b) • ,0"""Ii,,,,,,1 '""", 1"'_ 
"mplifocr "" IDo"" '" lit"'" 1_ 11 i< "":'gbl<d 111>' 
tn;, j, "fII"",d bl • p,i, of .,,,,10, ',",<11<1 IC, 

""""tOe""", by &""('00'1' ,I' "'"" ''''!'< 
r'''Tf,~,''.nrc j, ,,_"i, ,J 

~ ,~. ", 7: R"";"',,, "1,,O1,,\:, h.d ,r"¥,,,,n 
Th.' "mp",~·.1 """1',1< ,;;,,,,,1 •• ,, ,",,, o1oL"',,,d .nJ 
1; 11<,,,1 ,,, l"1,h><. >In "",dope ", ''''' l""" >hal"''' 
,...,,,";" ri~lIT(' i 

Fix "'" ~' R",,,,,I '",",I~ ;;¥",I anJ ,1>.0 '~1r<>:J 
,n,d,1'" 

n." ,"III of ,"" omolop' '00,-£,-.,; {IO'" tile lotI "oJ 
,i~h< <",n"" l, ;, "",n """"'ned,,, • dl)litIJ F"kt 
."'"~ " cc""ra"'" "''''ti~ur od "'" • ';c',n,., rri,O£" 
mll'" ""I """ '~ o.J~,,,",hI, " .. ,.oo~ 1<'.'1, ~C1= 
''''' I,"~" , ,(,hi, pul.c >aT;';; ... It' til< recch,J <i,nal 
";'Jlhh,,\c, ;t tt'~cr,. """"""'" '1L1i-.. "'"'U,,\ 
.I,"";",, ru l>< l'(~' 

TI,;, I~"'c "",n I""f«n" , nu""",,' of li.Lnc"",,-,- III 
,:", 'h, i",,= it of!ici,lI, rnar" ~'" "o<iP' ,,"'h< 
",olL"l, 1..,1,"" IN' ,"-, """<, n""' ''''"''->tll """,uy 
"hl<h i, "ri.j""d 1.>.'1. \<cooo l) ,,1t,:',"'" 
"""'p,, 11>.1 ),old ~I~",," ""'I~<' 'he ~,'ec"d 
e""",,,,, of 1>"" til< [cCO""". ,nJ ),oIJ' ,'" I;nal 
.. Iuc (Of ,n. Xom in"-,, J'U1;o J'OricJ 

I I>:: ".'an ,n., [I", 0",,,,,,,.1,1< 1",1", J"",'i,,., i' 
Wf\." I, "'c,,,,, ~I>.L ~ 'PI'"" , ;",", I)' ,II< ,i", L;m, "I 
the "«i,,,J ""',,, {:><.,." I" ,'U" io 1" £"", ~J Thi, 
""""''' tI>.il tli< Out)>.!I of "ch ,an'ri< _ t."ol. t." ld, 
m. 1,,,1: ,,,-,',,,d :."flI':w. 

Th< '""'pi< ""I ,.,,<1 "'''"." ""»i,,, l'("" lJ,.'" 
"",.h """",,,1 h • ".,;,,,,, ",~I " "'I""'\(~ ,t-.: 
'''-'1'''' 0' ",,,I-. i, ""1T,~,,, ~) • n<)Tl-ill""i"_, 
r,,-,,",", The' "~h in»<1 ;"'I'."I:",,~ "~I ,I>:: ",1T,,_ ond 
,'" ~, .,n .";,,,,,"," of ,t.' .n,I,,,. ,w;'l'I. o"",,,c ,"01 

11;0 0''''0-'",,,",,,0. ,,0.., Jri,o> ,,," uN"",,",. 
t,,,,,,d,,,,,, "l "I ... ", t"''''I>h ,,"'elli,,!, L"m,i ,"~, 

an~ "'1'-"1' """,r"o",,, ,,, 1"",';.1, ,"'-~ "ith • 
!'i\rr 'i~',,,"1 "hie!. ,. ,h" i, O1,,,i",,n, """J ,~i" 
I"" I',,,", ,I>< ;""'01."' ,,111., I)",""n;" '~"wn:n 
I '8,r' _<, i' "'" '" ,..", ,hot L~" """".j,m", "" """I 
,,, "i<k" ''''' ""im,,,h ,,~'''~, ,,, en,,,.' ,",I ,'" 
I'",,,,, "ill '" ""'" h)' "'" "";w "'0" i r i, i, "I lin 

'O£~ 

~ ,i,;ok I Hl. "'. ""',," ,n ''''" ... ,"",'m"I" """ "" 
i,",I",~', 1 If","'c,,,,,) ",I \~(",",' h.;'-d ru;',>d 
,',",< "'ry' ="..1 "' '" :0 ,,,1,,4' ,ho, ,"-.. t.:1('(m " 

'" i ,e"',1 "" .",1 ""'" "'~, 

"-'J..~-",- ~. 

T T" 

f l"." S: c""I, ,Ii,.,':I,n "f""",,,,,, 
In mi, rm'01,p", tl-o:"V "WI) "" ,,£,I.t.-d .1,,,,,", 
~y ",in~ . 1"""" r<~"",01r II", 1< ""m"Ie"I."J il;\ 
fl'"op""d ,I>" • ",,,,II LCU( ' """,,", '"",!d he 
u;.cJ 10 in'[<m'e the ootter:--'IJto 

1 i,'''''" ,t. .. " ,II< ")"'" ~"r ,'" he"."", '''n~h"';',, 
I, ~ Iml""""' ,II><' ,II< IR I VI), ,,,I ,1>< I'll"",,,,,, 
(',.n'oJ,.,,,, I", "1,,'",,-,1 ill n" "',"",n",1 pi",,,, \Q 

'"'f"''' "n~,,1u- '''''''.''_ I, " .I~, ;m"~'~l' ,"'" ,I>.' 
,~" \ 'too"",,;., r ,""d",-,,, '" ".","",1 ,''''' "ho,,,, ,ho' 
0[1",,_ "' d., .. ""I,<LI.". "' I"~,ihle II, ",I,,,,, ,'" 
magni:,';" ,,'-,11< ",,'''"m ~-oI'in~ 

~" .. .- . .... "" .. ,.~ -
F;~"'" "' 1 ... )'0'" nl 0.11:"" """'"'''''' 

~, ,hi< ""P' 'll< be, .. "n "ill "!"",,Ie ,,1i><N) r", ""''"' 
" '"""' ""n~ On< 9\' "!!',II'",, ""'",,'_ Thi, ,,·· .. 1 
,,"ooid 1,< dout,"'l " '" ,n;,i<n' f)("J)( ."",',,,,", 

"I,.",d 'Il< li=u ",ulot'" 

3,2 Receiver 

II>..' "<:c,,'ct «<"po...., ~ f'li' "I' UIt"M"~' 
",,,,dlcrcf! ""'I,lil1..;I b) • ,0"""'i,,,,,,1 ,,,,.,,, 1",. 
"mrl 'focr 0.; <Ixll''' '" )'£"'"' 1_ 11 i< "":'i"',l<d 1111' ,hi. j, "f'i"",d bl • r.i, of "",10, "'"iw iC, 

manut:.e"""" b, &""('00'1' ,I' "'"" ''''1'< 
fl<'Tf,~""n" j, ,,_"I, ,J 

~ ,~. ", 7: Roc,;"'''' ,,1"'01,,\:e h.d ,r"¥,,,,n 

Th.' "mp",~,1 ",,,,,>11< sij:""I • ." tho.." ,h .. ',,,,d .1l0 
i; I"",,1 ,,, l""h><. "n """""PC ", ,1>.0 ","" >hal"''' 
;)-(),,";n ri~lIn.' i 

FiX""~' R,,,,,,,,,,I '",'''I~ ;;:;n,I anJ ,1>.0 'X1«>OJ 
,",do,1'" 

n." ,"'" 0,'11>.0 ,,,,,lop' "0110,£--" fto'" tile lotI ,,>.I 
,i~'" <"',,,,,,,I, I, ,I",n <O!lh'ned '" • d1)!il:1i l"kt 
."'"~" "'''''ra''''' "''''ti~ur''' "'" a ;;e',n,., "i,O£" 
m\lU' ""I "'" an "J~,,,,",hI, ,I .. ,.oo~ lcd, ~ca= 
,1>.0 I,"~" ,,(,hi, rul.c -aT;';; '"'' til< reechoJ ,"£",,1 
";'I'hiu<lc, ;t tn~cr, a "")TKO""" 'Ittl>, '0"'''''\ 
"",,,;on ru l>< ,'I~, 
TI,;, I~"'c ,t"," I""f<~n" , """.1",,' "fli.Lnc"",,-,,- III 
"'" 'h, i",'",or it olliel,lI) rnar" ~'" "«ip< ,,"'ll< 
",OlL"" (U'" IN' "" ""£' ""'". '0''''''' ",,",uy 
"hl<h i< "r'.i",d I ... " \<:00001) "".,,'"'' 
""mr" 11>.1 nold ~I~",," '"'"'I~" 11>< Lli.,,,,-,,d 
CIl"It,,,,, of t>"" til< ''''''''''. ~n~ no ld' ,I>< I;nal 
.. Ill< I", ,o. XOm i",,-'-f 1'<'1;0 j\."fic.i 

II>:: ",'an ,n., [I", n",,,,,,,.I,1< 1'"1,,, d"",'i,,, i' 
Wf\!' I, "'C,,,,, ~I>.' ~ "PI'"" ,; m11, I)' ,I>< ,i" L;m, "I 
the """i,oJ pul« {:.;.,." I" ,,-,," in 1-'8"'"" ~I Thi, 
""""OS ,h", tli< o"t\lU' of "eh ,an'rl< _ I'IIol. r,., ld, 
m. 1".1: ",_,"\<~ ""'f>!':w,. 
Th< '"'''pi< "",I ,.,1<1 (''''In.,, """,i", "I." lJ,.lo, 
',,)I.h ""~,,,,,J h • "'","" ",~I " "'I",.",~ d>c ''''I'''' 0' ",,,I-. i, ""1T,~,,, ~) • no".i""'lin .• 
r,,-I,",", The' "~h i"1"" I"'l'."bn,~ "~I ,I>:: ",1TOT_ ond 
'h< hi:\:' ,on · "i, ""'<" of n,,' on, It". ,wit,' h c"""e II"" 
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t i=ur< II: ]-10"",1",, <Ilo>,,';n~ ,t.< "",,\j,'I: "'",nth'" 
I If' r I, m< o""d 00 tho< \ 10",!;"" 11! ",,,or "''''',." II" 

Ifi' i, ,",,~:>N,~" ,t.< ,dn..1, ""'" ,h.;' "',,",on ",on 
",heo [Ii< ,,,0,,,,", d",. "' ,,,' !""('''", '"' "(,,,",cd 
,iHoaI, ''''' Ii< "",,\ n.. ",",~,Ic """to "",Ie ""';! ,,", 
inli"",J 'i8''' ' ;11"oi",,.,,, hoi" o~'i • .oI ".",,~>. If ,1>0 
"""",,;, "gnal "' 00' or .,n,"'- ,I>c ,<h~,c "",\d "''''' 
"~~",d ,,';,lg , """~_"'~ '''n"oll' b;o",J ,., 'h< 
,nf,'""d Ir:"',io~ "g",,1 ,",,,I nt< ",,,,,,lie "W",I " 
"""i,,,,1 

It .0,,,, .. I", Ix "" oJ '""' d"" "' '1>.0 ",ochani,,1 
"",,,~,~"ti"" or '''' ,,-h'l'k \I 00" "nl} "",k If>< 
.ngl< "I,," " " "I~, """,''¥ r, .... ""d, 

Mou nting PosWon 
tar \Ii< ,',I\i,1< ", II< """I r,~ II;, "{'rli<""'''' 'ho: 
""ci", """ 0"1)' l">< mm.uJ ,b:", _<em olT II-<: 
1coond '" <.I",~n io I i£,., I ~ 

ni, m"m'i"l: )'J,"",n h,o, .. "''''\>..T "f d""brl<: 

• rfl< ""it "iii """ to LooI. "r In~",d Ii", 
"'",'On if it I, mooT.led 00 til< o,,,~,' l'oeil 

I""',", 1m otltll, ~ro" ' >.l l 

• 11", on~" to tht "",",on \>,,11 'IO!) "i'" 
di!!:lfI<c .. ld "ill r<QU'r< • t"i~l' ~,;" 

,I"",i", bc'.111''-1'" In ""ml"'''''« I~' 
3lJ" fur • "oonj '""" l"""",,, I m and <m I 

• I "'''' I, ~ ol\a,,,,,, 11"" ,10< ,m,' ~'ill , .,\. 
d',,,,I) i",o til. "''' "'I,,,h Olito' h>.," , 
;<"'t""",,,," .ifoct,,, "'" IR """<,,, """,\ 

r,~,~" 11 <1>."" to, """,,,Ii'cd c'" "'"'" i"n f,. tl>< 
"11,,..,,,,,,1 I,,,,,,,,,,,, I~ , fU""'.m "f "''''-'''' T>f<I!' 

fm . OHm"", ot Lr,,,~,, 'ilt ""1'''', It "" ho """ tilat 
" ,""'" ",n", ~Ix" ,Ioc ,,111;'< 1ll1~lc i, lor", tf>< 
~'i" i, 1m" 1>." ,,, '''''1:''' "'","' it ',m , i", . I"""t 
'",,', ....... ''''"'''Ilk ,h""'i1" 'cot: 1,,,1, ",lth <on),,_ 

, 
! , 
• , , 
• , , 

L 

, - I 

, , 
.'" "'" '-" UJ '" "" "'" ... ... 
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5 Preliminary Results 

5.1 Noise and Multipath 
Tests of the system showed substantial noise on the 
acoustic signals. The noise led to instabilities in the 
steering which were eliminated using a digital low
pass filter. A ten-sample average was found to be 
sufficient to create smooth steering behaviour with 
minimal computational cost. There are many possible 
sources of this noise, including interference from the 
PWM controlled servo motors, digital noise from the 
sensor circuitry and environmental noise. 

Although the vehicle could detect a loss of signal and 
behave appropriately, it would occasionally track a 
false target. This was due to multipath errors from the 
acoustic signals in a cluttered environment. If the 
beacon was switched off, the vehicle would 
immediately stop tracking the false target, 
demonstrating that the vehicle was indeed tracking a 
reflection. 

5.2 Control Algorithm 
Proportional control was implemented for both the 
steering and range parameters, which was sufficient as 
the slow response of the mechanical components 
added considerable damping to system. 

The beacon following capability of the system was 
good, if the beacon remained within the receiver 
beam. The vehicle was capable of following a person 
carrying the beacon at a fast walk, and was capable of 
performing a 1800 tum with a radius of less than 3m. 

At maximum vehicle speed, there was some 
overshoot if the beacon came to a sudden stop. For 
applications that require high vehicle speed and 
sudden changes in control input, a PI or PID 
controller could be incorporated to improve response. 
This, however, would increase the processing 
requirements of the controller. 

5.3 Beacon Position 
The sensor was found to be particularly sensitive to 
the position and angle of the beacon relative to the 
receiver. This sensitivity is due to the beam pattern of 
the acoustic transducers and could be improved by 
using transducers with a larger beamwidth. This 
characteristic highlighted the advantage of including 
the bang-bang controller using the infrared sensors 
which would allow the vehicle to return to a position 
where the acoustic signal is usable. 

6 Conclusions 
This paper has discussed the design and 
implementation of a simple dual IR and acoustic 
tracker and its evaluation on a radio controlled car 
chassis. The implementation is unique insofar as it 
combines the broad acquisition angle of IR sensors 
(nearly 1800

) with the precision angle measurement 

capability of an acoustic monopulse tracker. 
Additionally it uses the difference in the time of flight 
of the IR and acoustic signals to measure the range to 
the beacon as well. 

Preliminary results of the tracker performance were 
promising with the vehicle capable of following a fast 
moving person. 
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